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Securing Growth Engine in Eco-friendly Energy Sector

Shared Growth and Social Contribution Activities

Thinking about the future of our society, OCI is building a new

OCI wants to grow with stakeholders. We offer a wide array of

business in the eco-friendly energy sector as a next-generation growth

programs to help employees demonstrate their ability and grow into

engine. So far, we have completed a 45.1MW power plant as part of

talented people for the global market. Our official retirement age

a project to build a 400MW solar power plant for CPS Energy in San

increased to the end of half year during which his/her 60th birthday

Antonio, Texas in the U.S. We are planning to start the commercial

belongs, giving employees stronger job security and further stabilizing

operation of the plant to generate profits this year. Furthermore, we

the organization. We share our new technologies and information on

secured a financial source for our business expansion in the U.S.

new product development with our partners and steadily allow more

by listing OCI Resources on the New York Stock Exchange, the

of our know-how to be transferred to partners to push forward with

hub of the world financial market. We are building an eco-friendly

win-win growth with them. Moreover, we are implementing social

cogeneration plant in the Saemangeum Industrial Complex through

contribution activities based on the characteristics of our business.

our subsidiary, OCI SE. The plant is expected to be a strong cash cow

Solar power generation systems have been installed at elementary

for us in the future. At home, we are planning to build solar power

schools in Korea and Annapurna free of charge through our Solar

generation plants with a total production capacity of 400MW for local

Project that began and have been receiving favorable comments from

governments. We completed and are now operating 5MW Amsa

insiders and outsiders. Furthermore, we improve the living conditions

Solar Power Station in Seoul as one of such plants. Likewise, we are

of the marginalized by installing eco-friendly vacuum insulating

seeking our corporate stability by securing future growth engines

materials for low-income families and less fortunate home-alone

was published to explain our social

through new business projects and preparing for the future, generating

senior citizens free of charge. These activities went rewarded. The

not only profit but also taking environment into consideration. In the

Korea CEO Association honored us by awarding the “2013 Korea’s

responsibility-based activities and business

future, we will strive to grow into a green energy leader through the

Most Trusted Company Prize” which recognizes Korean companies

distribution and promotion of new and renewable energy.

that contribute to the nation, economy and the society and are strongly
trusted and supported by Korean people. We were also listed on the

Making More Efforts for SH&E

DJSI Asia Pacific in the chemical sector for four consecutive years.

OCI tries hard to protect the executives, their employees and

CEO’s Message

The fifth OCI sustainability report

performances in 2013.
OCI is proud of its steady growth for more than 50 years in the
chemical sector which includes basic chemicals and petrochemicals
and carbon materials. Harnessing our accumulated technologies and

community from accidents. Observing global standards, we also

Dear Stakeholders

try to settle safety culture through the systems of safety, health

These efforts aim to coexist with all environment surrounding us

and environmental management. For this purpose, we remind all

and the members and maximize the value of stakeholders through

the members, including the chief executive officer, employees and

the sustainable growth of OCI from a long-term perspective. This is

subcontractors and their employees of the safety concept through

because corporate management is like a long-distance relay race and

the educations and trainings and provide a system that enables the

if we do our best to run the course, our followers can perform better

Woo-Hyun Lee

members to check themselves. We select one person from each

next time and share the results with stakeholders.

President of OCI Company Ltd.

plant to manage hazardous chemicals and through the Green SCM,
try hard to protect the environment by minimizing the GHG emissions,

Looking ahead, we ask for stakeholders’ strong support for and steady

industrial water use, waste and hazardous substances. We will keep

interest in OCI that we will continue to fulfill our social responsibilities

on our efforts such as reducing CO2 emission and energy use to

and duties.

preserve the environment for our future generations.
Thank you.

We will continue our sustainable growth to become a Global Leading
Green Energy & Chemical Company by competing stately and fairly.

know-how in the chemical industry, we are pursuing sustainable
growth to become a Global Leading Green Energy & Chemical
Company by expanding our business into the new and renewable
energy sector.
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Signing an agreement to establish a
carbon black joint venture in China

1

DJSI Asia Pacific lists OCI in the
chemical sector for four
consecutive years

OCI signed a JV contract with the Zaokuang Group of China for the

5

construction and operation of a 120,000 MT carbon black plant in
the Zouzhuang area of Shandong Province in China to strengthen its
competitiveness in its existing market in May 2013. The joint venture

OCI was recognized as an excellent company in the economic, social

allowed us to find new business opportunities by increasing our global

and environmental aspects once again as the 2013 DJSI Asia Pacific

competitiveness in carbon black production and securing Chinese

2

corporate customers.

Sustainability Index included the Company for four consecutive years.

6

Strengthening sustainable
shared growth with Partners

Beginning to build a cogeneration
plant in Saemangeum

OCI held “OCI Suppliers’ Day 2013” to strengthen its relationships with

OCI broke ground for a 303MW cogeneration plant, the first phase of the

the representatives of 71 domestic partners. We are planning to help

construction of a cogeneration plant in October 2013 after being selected

partners to establish sophisticated safety and environmental systems,

as a community energy company for the Saemangeum Industrial

share information on new product development and transfer know-how

Complex in 2011. We will supply electrical and thermal (steam) energy

necessary for the management of partners such as quality control and

necessary for district heating and cooling for all corporate tenants and

management.

commercial and residential facilities.

Listing OCI Resources on New York
Stock Exchange

3

Solar power generators donated to
mountain village schools in Nepal’s
Annapurna

7

OCI volunteers were sent to Nangi and Paudwar in the Annapurna

4

Taking home the “2013 Korea’s
Most Trusted Company Prize”

OCI listed OCI Resources, its subsidiary in the United States, on the

region located 2,300 meters above sea level. They installed 1.1KW solar

New York Stock Exchange in September 2013. It is a matter of great

power generators at two schools in the area to light the schools and their

significance as a Korean company listed a company that it took over in

dormitories. Now they are able to light up these schools and dormitories

the U.S. on the New York Stock Exchange.

until late at night.

8

Completing the 2nd phase of the
400 MW solar power generation
project in the U.S.

OCI was selected as a company strongly trusted and supported by the

OCI began its solar power business in the United States on a full scale by

Korean people in recognition of more than 20 years of labor-management

completing a 45.1MW power plant as the first and second phase(Alamo 1,

peace and win-win management.

2) of a project to build a 400MW solar power plant in San Antonio, Texas.
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Since 1959, we have been leading the growth of Korea’s chemical and green energy industries through
ceaseless innovation for more than 50 years. OCI’s technology, process know-how and efficient
manufacturing capabilities made the company to become the world’s third largest manufacturer of
polysilicon. We will continue to do our best to solidify our position as a global green energy and chemical
company in the future.

incheon

●

OCI SPECIALTY
Company Profile

Seoul(HQ)

●
OCI -FERRO

●
OCI MATERIALS

●

●

As of December 2013

Company Name

OCI (OCI Company Ltd.)

Date of Establishment

August 5, 1959

Date of Listing

June 2, 1976
(Closing month of fiscal year : December)

GUNSAN

IKSAN, IKSAN VIP

●●
●
Jeonju

No. of Stocks Issued

23,849,371

Total Assets

7,302 billion won

Capital

No. of Employees

GWangyang

4. OCI CHEMICAL EUROPE N. V.
(Geel, Belgium)

●

●

2,956 billion won

Operating Loss

OCI -SNF
ORDEG

127 billion won

Sales

●
●

Soo-Young Lee, Woo-Sug Baik,
Woo-Hyun Lee

CEO

Pohang

●

5. SHANDONG OCI CO.,LTD (Shandong, China)

106 billion won
2,765(based on a seperate standard)

●

●

●
●

6. JIANGSU OCI MATERIALS CO.,LTD (Zhenjiang, China)
7. OCI VIETNAM CO.,LTD (Binh Duong, Vietnam)

●

●

●

●

12. OCI COMPANY LTD. (Seoul, Korea)
8. OCI JAPAN CO.,LTD (Tokyo, Japan)

●

●

1. EKO PEROXIDE LLC(Columbus, USA)

9. OCI CHINA CO.,LTD (Shanghai, China)
10. PHILKO PEROXIDE CORP. (Manila, Philippines)
11. ELPION SILICON SDN.BHD. (Banting, Malaysia)

2. OCI SOLAR POWER LLC(Atlanta, USA)
3. OCI CHEMICAL CORP.(Atlanta, USA)

● OCI Company Ltd.
● Overseas Subsidiaries and Corporations

1. EKO PEROXIDE LLC
4374 W. Nashville Ferry Road, Columbus,
MS 39701, USA
Tel : +1-662-240-8571
Fax : +1-770-321-6451

3. OCI CHEMICAL CORP.
5 Concourse Parkway, Suite 2500,
Atlanta, GA 30328, USA
Tel : +1-770-375-2300
Fax : +1-770-375-2438

5. SHANDONG OCI CO., LTD.
Hengshan Road No.1, Xuecheng District
Zaozhuang City, Shandong Province, 277000, China
Tel : +86-151-6632-8111
Fax : +86-137-9142-3507

7. OCI VIETNAM CO., LTD.
KM 24, DT 743 Street, Binh An Village
Di An Town, Binh Duong Province, Vietnam
Tel : +84-650-375-0461
Fax : +84-650-375-1644

9. OCI CHINA CO., LTD.
Room 4306, CITIC Square, No. 1168,
Nanjing West Road, Shanghai, China
Tel : +86-21-3372-2600
Fax : +86-21-3372-2688

11. ELPION SILICON SDN. BHD.
Menara Maxis, Suite 28&29, 36th floor,
Kuala Lumpur city centre, Malaysia 50088
Tel : +603-3187-5012
Fax : +603-3187-5015

2. OCI SOLAR POWER LLC
5 Concourse Parkway, Suite 2500 Atlanta,
GA, USA
Tel : +1-210-453-3100

4. OCI CHEMICAL EUROPE N.V.
Cipalstraat 3, B2440 Geel, Belgium
Tel : +32-14-570-550
Fax : +32-14-570-551

6. JIANGSU OCI MATERIALS CO., LTD.
No.59 Longxi Road, Zhenjiang Xinqu, Jiangsu, China
Tel : +86-511-8086-9800
Fax : +86-511-8086-9728

8. OCI JAPAN CO., LTD.
3F, Sanno Park Tower, 11-1, Nagatacho 2-chome
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-0014, Japan
Tel : +81-3-3593-0493
Fax : +81-3-3593-0427

10. PHILKO PEROXIDE CORP.
Unit 8-1, 8th floor, Citibank Center
8741 Paseo de Roxas, Makati City, Philippines
Tel : +63-2-889-6120
Fax : +63-2-889-6126

12. OCI COMPANY LTD.
OCI Building, 94 Sogong-ro Jung-gu Seoul, Korea
Tel : +82-2-727-9500
Fax : +82-2-756-9565
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OCI will become a Global Leading Green Energy & Chemical Company
through “OUR VALUES, OUR FUTURE and OUR WAY”.

Global Leading Green Energy & Chemical Company
OCI, based on its challenging spirit and innovation, will aim to be a global leader in the green energy and chemical industry by securing a culture
that respects openness and diversity and advanced technological leadership. While developing our old and new business, we are implementing
sustainable management strategies that comply with laws on environment safety and regulations on transparent management and that connect
social contribution activities and business.

OUR VALUES
OCI takes chances, challenges and
changes for its core values.

Chance
Future is for those who find and seize the chance. We should take the chance when we are
prepared to embrace future opportunities by swiftly responding to changing market, customer and
business circumstances.

Challenge
A greater future is achieved when we are brave enough to face a challenge with progressive and
entrepreneurial minds and spirits to overcome difficulties.

Change
Innovation through change is essential for growth. We embrace continuous change to reach the
same goal and attain success tegether.

Global Leading Green Energy and Chemical Company

Innovation

OUR WAY
Our Future

TURE
R FU
U
O

R

W

Our Way
Achieve core technology leadership through
innovation, operational excellence and resource
optimization based on an open and diversity-respectful
corporate culture

S
O

Competency to continuously accumulate knowledge on production and technology and improve
operational efficiency and productivity.

Core Technical Leadership
Competency to develop core technologies to produce differentiated and high value-added products
which respond to the needs of our customers.
Competency to generate optimum quantitative and qualitative services, technologies and products
by actively utilizing all resources available.

VA
LUE

OU

AY

Operational Excellence

Resource Optimization

Openness in Corporate Culture
Competency to create a culture with openness, diversity and mutual respect.

R

VISION

OCI provides products that can meet
the needs of customers based on
members’ ability to innovate in an
open culture

U

Constantly innovate to produce
green energy and chemical products
with the highest level of satisfaction
to our employees, customers,
shareholders and stakeholders

Competency to explore futue growth by attempting and suggesting new business opportunities
through creative methods and expanding core businesses.

Our Values
Seize the CHANCE with thorough
preparation and with the spirit
to CHALLENGE for continuous
CHANGE for a greater future

Sustainable Growth

OUR STRATEGIES
Sustainability management strategies
are inherent in OCI’s strategies

Develop through systematic organizational management and activities in the areas of environment,
safety and health.

Focus on Core Business
Turn existing competitive technological capabilities and new technologies into key businesses and
promote them into growth businesses.

Talent Development
Nurture all employees into globally competitive talents.

Customer-Focused
Satisfy and impress customers through insightful understanding of their needs, adoption of
customer-first approach and prompt response to their requests.

Social Contribution
Fulfill the role as a corporate citizen trusted by other members of the society for enriching their lives.
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OCI enhances corporate value by strengthening independence and
professionalism of the Board of Directors and endeavors to maintain
transparent and healthy decision-making process.

OCI’s transparent management is based on internal control systems
and ethical management that ranges from the integrity of an
employee’s mindset, to corporate accounting, to the fairness of B2B
transactions.

Composition and Roles of BOD(Board of Directors)

Promoting Transparent Management

of basic business management principles and general matters regarding financing & investments. The

[ Composition of Shareholders
(as of December 2013) ]

BOD consists of nine members, including five outside directors. The resolution of the BOD requires

Unit : %
Individual
shareholders

Institutional
shareholders

18.38

System of Checks and Balances at BOD

director can also ask the chairperson to convene a meeting by disclosing his/her agendas and reasons.

the directors cannot exercise their voting rights about the matters. Thus, this prevents the conflicts of
interests.

21.68

advanced “internal accounting control system” was established to monitor the status of internal

30.92

Appointment of Directors and Their Expertise
All outside directors are appointed by a resolution of the board of directors. Before that resolution,
outside director candidates must be recommended by the Outside Director Nomination Committee.
The term of office of a director is three years. Directors’ terms come to an end at different times. By
guaranteeing their tenures, directors can make decisions with a long-term perspective, with the help of
an expert, as needed. The outside directors help OCI a great deal in overall management by presenting
their opinions on its economic and social strategic directions and current issues.

BOD Activities and Internal Performance Assessment
In principle, the board of directors holds the regular meeting once a month, but may have a special
meeting any time if needed. Not only does the BOD make important decisions, but it also receives
reports on the comparison between the business plans and actual performances of OCI and
subsidiaries. Moreover, BOD receives reports on financing, investments, borrowing and collaterals.
OCI has a compensation committee to make sure that the directors and unregistered executives are
treated appropriately.

[ Status of the BOD (as of April 2014) ]
Category Name
CEO &
Chairman
(full-time)
Vice
Chairman
(full-time)

SooYoung
Lee

Career Highlights

STEP 02 - Assessor

control of operations. Our accounting system is managed in such a way as to prevent accounting

•Evaluating the adequacy of internal control
design
•Identifying control procedures and evaluating
technology and design

control system in conjunction with assessments on its level of effectiveness. In addition, the LMS

CEO of Oriental Chemical Industries,
Chairman of the Korea Employers
Federation,
Chairman of the Incheon Chamber of
Commerce & Industry

Executive Vice Chairman of the Korea
Sang- Chamber of Commerce & Industry,
Yeol Kim Chairman of Korea Photovoltaic Industry
Association

CEO & Vice
Head of the Management Support HQ at
WooChairman
Oriental Chemical Industries,
Sug Baik
(full-time),
CEO of eTEC E&C
CEO &
President
(full-time)

WooHyun
Lee

Vice President of CSFB(Hong Kong),
Managing Director of Capital Z Partners
(Seoul),
President of General Business at OCI

External
Director
(part-time)

YongHwan
Kim

Director of the KT&G Welfare Foundation,
Representative lawyer at Kim Yong-Hwan
and Park Jong-Hoon Law Firm

External
Director
(part-time)

Acting Chairman of the Board of Audit and
Jong-Sin Inspection,
Kim
Head of the Policy Course at Sanhakyeon
Generalization Center

External
Director
(part-time)
External
Director
(part-time)

Hyung
Cho

JahngShick
Ban

Vice Minister of Budget and Planning,
Professor of the Graduate School of MOT
at Sogang University

borrowings, offering collaterals, etc as commissioned by the board of directors.

Our Rules on Employee Ethical Behaviors were designed to ensure transparency and fairness in our

ethical management cover a wide spectrum of activities from the Shinmungo (Ombudsman) system,
informational notices to encourage participation in ethical management and ethical training to assist our

•Implementing procedures for evaluation 		
reviews
•Checking the adequacy of design evaluation /
operation evaluation and feedback

employees in understanding and practicing ethical management.

Expansion of Ethical Management
OCI applies the Rules on Employee Ethical Behaviors to its domestic subsidiaries. We are planning to
[ Ethical Management Training Hours
and Trainees ]

2011

have our overseas subsidiaries and partners honor the rules in the future. We are publicizing our ethical
management to prevent unfair business practices with partners. In particular, before Chuseok and
Lunar New Year’s Day, we ask all of the partners to join our ethical management activities.

Unit : Person

Audit
Committee

Compensation
Committee

detailed ethical training as well as operational guidelines for ethical management. In addition, new
corruption training is also provided to employees that are above manager level. Our endeavors for

STEP 04 - Reviewer

69
260

Steering
Committee

business conduct. The regular ethical management section was created on our intranet to provide
hires receive corporate ethical training annually and sign and submit an ethical pledge. Regular anti-

BOD of
OCI

property, etc and appoint/dismiss the person to be responsible for the internal audit department. The Compensation
The Steering Committee reviews and makes decisions on management issues like financing and investment,

Ethical Management System and Initiatives

•Evaluating the adequacy of internal control
operation
•Evaluating the effects of operation and grading

[ Ethical Management System ]

2,912

Outside Director
Nomination
Committee

solely of outside directors. The committee has the right to request a report on accounting, business, company
Committee makes decisions on the remunerations of the directors and unregistered directors for their achievements.

contracts for higher work efficiency.

STEP 03 - Tester

Under the board of directors, there are Outside Director Nomination Committee, Audit committee, Steering
recommend all directors to be selected by the general meeting of shareholders. The Audit Committee is composed

(Legal Management System) was introduced to manage regulations on the rights and duties better in

Compliance
Business Ethics
All Employees

Committees under BOD

Committee and Compensation Committee. The Outside Director Nomination Committee has the right to

fraud and errors, as well as to identify them swiftly. Quarterly assessments are made of the internal

Chairperson of the Korea Foundation for
Women,
Professor at Ewha Womans University

Assistant professor of economics at
Sang- Dartmouth College,
Seung Yi Professor of economics at Seoul National
University

External
Director
(part-time)

In order to prepare and disclose reliable accounting data required for transparent management, an

Largest
shareholders and
affiliate persons

Foreign
shareholders

Therefore, the BOD maintains its system of checks and balances as the highest decision-making
organization. In particular, if directors have a special interest in matters to be decided at a BOD meeting,

Internal Control System

2012

2,765

appoint or dismiss the CEO. Although the chairperson of the BOD basically convenes a meeting, each

practices and take proper measures for the purpose of steadily enhancing management performances.

Increasing Competitiveness of
Corporate Ethical Management

56
422

The BOD is based on a system of checks and balances. It is stipulated that the BOD has the right to

29.02

Composition of
Shareholders

and transparency. In addition to regular bi-annual audits, year-round audits are performed as needed. They
obligation and implementation and the management inventories. They also make an improvement to work

•Accounting Team-led evaluation and 		
management of internal control
•Grasping self assessors, testers and
reviewers of units
•Monitoring that meets the deadline of 		
evaluation

2,871

Resolution conditions stricter than laws are applied to some matters.

OCI conducts audits on our business sites and affiliates to ensure fairness, economic value, efficiency
thoroughly check problems through planned audits such as the inspection of environmental, safety and legal

STEP 01 - Coordinator

628

majority consent from the attending directors and the meeting requires the majority to be present.

[ Internal Accounting Control System ]

81

The BOD governs the proposal of the agenda to the general shareholder meeting, the establishment

2013

Strengthening Ethical
Education for Employees

Applying Ethical Code of
Conduct to Subsidiaries

Operating internal corruption
reporting system

Asking Partners to Implement
Ethical Code of Conduct
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OCI promotes communication with stakeholders through a variety
of communication channels and reports sustainable management
activities and process.

Stakeholder Identification and Engagement

Materiality Test

OCI classifies stakeholders into six major groups (shareholders and investors, customers, government, partners, employees and communities) depending

In order to define key sustainability management issues, OCI identified its key issues and conducted the materiality test on stakeholders.

on their effects on our performances. In addition, through various communication channels such as customer satisfaction surveys, the Labor-Management
Council and IR, we are open to stakeholders’ opinions.

STEP 01 - Identify and analyze issues

Shareholders
and investors

Customers

Government

Partners

Employees

Communities

Communication Channels

Communication Channels

Communication Channels

Communication Channels

Communication Channels

Communication Channels

General Meeting of
Shareholders

Customer Satisfaction Survey

Government business
investment

Shared Growth conference

Employees meetings

Community service

Training and Workshops

Labor Council

OCI Museum

Regular Disclosure

Participation in meetings

Visit Partners

Employee Engagement Survey

Plant Development Council

IR Activities

Other Non-Operating
Activities

Financial stability

Profits through sales

Participation in governmentsponsored projects

Investment income
distribution

Provide excellent products
and customer service

Tax payments
and compliance

Online Consultation

 enchmarking : Advanced chemical companies at
B
home and abroad
Media research : Various media reports (2013)
International standard review : GRI 3.1, ISO 26000,
DJSI
Employee interviews
Internal regulations and policies, business analysis

Stakeholder Survey

We analyzed the internal and external interest
level in main issues and broke them down into
key, major and potential issues. This report
carries main activities and achievements
regarding key issues.

Survey period : Feb 7~20, 2014
Method : Online survey
Surveyed : Employees and external stakeholders

Business objectives
achievement through
innovation and productivity

Talent and business
opportunities

Support mutual growth

Compensation and selfdevelopment opportunities

Social problem solving and
job offers

Materiality Test Results

Securing growth
engines and
increasing
competitiveness

1
2
6
3
4
5
7
8

17-20p
Strengthen competitiveness in existing markets
23p
Developing new markets
Steady research and development for securing sustainable growth engine 21p
Compliance and ethical management
Risk management
Transparent corporate governance
Continuing efforts to improve management efficiency and increase productivity
Enhancing minor shareholders’ rights

Strengthening
activities for
reducing
environmental
impacts

10
9
11
12
13
14
15

Reinforcing activities to reduce environmental impacts
Responding to climate change
Environment-related business development and expansion
Use of resources and renewable resources
Preserving biodiversity
Ensuring eco-friendly workplace
Active investment for environmental protection

29-31p

16
19
23
30
31
33
17
18
20
21
22
24
25
26
27
28
29
32

Enhancing customer satisfaction process
Fair and transparent communication and information offer
Coping with global issues
Fair performance evaluation and compensation
Work-life balance through customized welfare system
Sound labor-management relationships
Strengthening protection of customer infromation
Offeirng safe and healthy products
Community Involvement and development
Evaluating and managing social impacts
Social contribution acitivies based on characteristics of specialized business
Expanding financial support for partners
Helping partners develop their capabilities
Encouraging partners to fulfill their social responsibilities
Reinforcing fair trade system
Hiring talented people
Nurturing key talent
Systematic employee education and training for self-development
of employees
Transparent and effective communication within the company
Prohibition of discrimination based on employees’ schools,
hometowns and gender and human right protection in the workplace
Enhancing safety of business sites
Creating vibrant organizational culture

39p
39p
48-52p
45p
45p
47p

growth through transparent communication with stakeholders and transparent and fair competition.

2013 OCI Sustainability Report

OPEN
for
next generation

Social
responsibilities of
OCI

34
35

2011

2012

2013

36
37

Significance to Stakeholders

Equipment and raw material
procurement

OCI’s sustainability report describes our efforts for and achievements of sustainable growth annually. We will make endeavors to continue sustainable
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Significance to OCI

We conducted a materiality test about a total of 37 items and
composed the report by dividing them into ten core issues
and 27 general issues.

OPEN for
Growth Dynamic
Securing Growth Engines and Increasing Competitiveness
To secure a growth engine and to increase competitiveness are important issues that has a big impact on the growth
and survival of OCI amid a slump in and the low growth of the world economy. For our future growth, we are pursuing
the solar power generation business at home and abroad. We are enhancing our competitiveness in the market
through ceaseless technical development and quality innovation.

Environmental Facilities for Tar Process at Pohang Plant

Material Storage Tank at Gwangyang Plant

OPEN for
Growth Dynamic
Securing Growth Engines and Increasing Competitiveness
To secure a growth engine and to increase competitiveness are important issues that has a big impact on the growth
and survival of OCI amid a slump in and the low growth of the world economy. For our future growth, we are pursuing
the solar power generation business at home and abroad. We are enhancing our competitiveness in the market
through ceaseless technical development and quality innovation.

OCI’s Approaches
On the basis of rational investment and management innovation, OCI is securing its foundation, responding to
different market situations through the optimization of production capacity. For that reason, we reorganized our
business division to Basic Chemical, Petrochemical and Carbon Materials and Solar Power Generation and others in
order to respond actively to changes in the external environment.

OCI’s Business Strategy

Reasonable Investment
Strengthening existing businesses
and developing new business
opportunities such as solar power
plant development

Active Cooperations with Business
Partners

Creating a more competitive business base
through strategical alliances and partnerships

Optimizing Production Capacity

Reconstruction of Financial Stability

Optimizing production capacity in accordance
with market demand, production costs and
working capital

Maintaining financial stability through risk management
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OCI, as a global green energy & chemical company, is composed
of following divisions : Basic Chemical, Petrochemical and Carbon
Material and Solar Power Generation and others.

Basic Chemical

Petrochemical and Carbon Materials

The Basic Chemical Business Division is taking a lead in the Korean chemical industry by producing

The Petrochemical and Carbon Materials Business Division leads industrial development and provides

polysilicon, a core material for the solar power industry and inorganic chemical products.

convenience to customers’ daily lives by producing and supplying main raw materials across whole
industrial fields covering automobiles, textiles, construction, electricity and electronics.

The Basic Chemical Business Division includes polysilicon, a materials for the solar power industry, soda ash, specialty
gas and hydrogen peroxide. While the market growth of the solar power industry has slowed down due to the ebb of
related policies in Europe, demand for the solar industry has been steadily increasing in new markets of USA, Japan
and China. It is expected that the market will stabilize after 2014. In addition, with the gradually expanding usage of
semiconductors from existing computers and IT equipment to consumer electronics and semiconductor for vehicles, it is
expected that the market for the specialty gas used in the minute process of semiconductors will vary and increase.

As there are many cases in which the product of the Basic Chemical Business Division is used as raw materials for
other industries, it has the characteristic to be influenced by business cycle with some time difference. Therefore, OCI
monitors the market by referring to changes in domestic and foreign policies, the rate of factory operation and other
various indicators of allied industries. With increasing interest on the new renewable energies, we expect that the
demand for polysilicon will continually increase. Under this condition, we have been stably generating profits by making
long-term supply contract with worldwide main solar power companies. In the case of specialty gas, we have secured
stable customers domestically and in neighboring countries. At the same time, we have been trying to cut down on
distribution cost through geographical merits and enhance the profitability by increasing sales and lowering cost.

OCI has secured a leading position in the polysilicon business. We have become one of the big three polysilicon
producers by securing a production capacity of 42,000 tons as of 2011 year end. At the same, we are one of the few
polysilicon producers in the world capable of commercially producing polysilicon with the 10N and 11N purity levels
needed for the solar power and semiconductor industries. As for specialty gas, we have our own plant designing
technology and production stabilizing know-how based on experiences in various plant expansion projects. Also, coping
with an increase in demand through leading facility expansion prior to market demand and cost saving through large scale
production facilities and process improvements have been the unique competitiveness of our company.

CHA NCE

The Petrochemical and Carbon Materials Business Division includes petro & carbon chemical items such as carbon black,
pitch, benzene, P/A and plasticizer. In particular, our carbon black features superior quality in terms of dispersibility and
processibility with minimized negative environmental impact through our outstanding pellet manufacturing technology.
Our pitch gains public favor from world famous aluminum refining companies for its uniform quality and stable supply.
Also, BTX, P/A products meet customers’ needs through strict quality management, environment management and
safety management.

CHA LLENGE

A recent slowdown in the economic growth of China sparks off a slump in the market of petrochemical and carbon
chemical products although they are becoming popular in particular in newly developing countries. It is expected that
this low-growth trend will be fueled by the replacement of domestic export with abroad production for main front
industries and the weakening of buying psychology caused by the declining of consumption. On the other hand, due
to high oil prices and the continuation of a worldwide economic slump, investment in shale gas and coal chemicals has
been activated centering on areas with abundant energy reserve. It is forecasted that the oil-oriented raw material and
technology structures that have ruled the chemical industry will change into pluralistic structures where oil, coal and
biomass co-exist.

CHA NGE

Petro & carbon chemical products are characteristically affected by economic trends in various industries. Carbon
black products used in rubber products manufacturing such as tires and tubes have a close relationship with the world
automobile market. Sales of plasticizers commonly used in interior and exterior materials for buildings with PVC hinge on
construction market conditions. In particular, an increased demand for petro-chemical products is closely related to GDP
growth rates and the prices of the products are heavily influenced by the foreign exchange fluctuation or the oil price
fluctuation. Accordingly, OCI has been catching trends in the world market and managing foreign exchange risk in order
to minimize a possibility of a fluctuation in profits caused by a foreign exchange fluctuation and to promote management
stabilization.

Polysilicon

Carbon Black

Polysilicon is a core basic material positioned foremost at the solar power industry value chains linked with ingots,

Carbon black is made from materials such as creosote produced by distilled coal tar. It is a basic reinforcing material

wafers, solar batteries, modules and systems. This item is based on advanced technology of ultra-high purity level

used in tires, shoes and other rubber products and also used for ink, paint and plastic. Main customers of carbon black

(99.9999999%, 9-nine). OCI has supplied polysilicon for solar power and semiconductors with its capacity to produce

are tire manufacturers. The purity and quality of OCI’s carbon black is highly recognized since high-quality coal-based

42,000 tons since 2011. Since February 2014, we have been making investment in debottlenecking to raise our

creosote oil of our own production is used in the product.

production capacity by 10,000 tons.

One of the world’s three biggest
manufacturers of polysilicon
Production capacity 42,000 tons / year(as of 2014)
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Solar Power Generation and Others
OCI is increasing its capabilities in other sectors while engaging in the solar power generation and
cogeneration plant business.

OCI creates new economic value by operating solar power generation and cogeneration plants. After striking an
agreement with the CPS Energy, an electric power supplier in San Antonio, Texas in the US, we proceeded with a solar
power generation supply project with a total of a 400MW production capacity and completed a 40.7MW solar power
generation plant in December 2013 and a 4.4MW solar power generation plant in March 2014 and began commercial
production. This project, which is being conducted with its target year of 2016, is expected to create new economic
value for us.

CHANCE
Kim Taek-joong

Song Deok-jong

Kim Yoo-shin

Head of the RE Business Division

Head of Chemical Materials Division

head of Carbon Business Division

“We will secure a dominant position,
pursuing becoming a global green
energy leader!”

“We will secure a springboard to take a
high jump through synergies between
the fine chemical and new business.”

“We will take off to be a global top-tier
company through cost innovation and
accumulated technological expertise.”

OCI secured the world’s third largest production

In 2013, we suffered from difficulties because

The Carbon Business Division’s technologies

capacity of 42,000MT for in a short period of

of an unexpected market slump and much

and know-how based on our long years

time by commercially producing polysilicon, a

tougher competition. However, the tough

of experiences in the coal chemical and

core raw material for the solar power industry.

market environment provoked a surge in the

petrochemical business create new business

We have been continuously promoting solar

power of our will to overcome the market

opportunity for OCI. However, under a rapidly

power generation projects domestically and

slump. Our employees focused on cost

changing business environment these days,

internationally and have successfully become

cutting, a quality improvement, technological

a stable supply of raw materials is becoming

a leading green energy company. Recently, we

innovation. We are exploring every avenue

difficult and competition in this market is getting

faced some difficulty regarding the polysilicon

to raise the competitiveness of fine chemical

fiercer. In order to overcome this problem,

business due to imbalance between supply and

products, expand the sapphire ingot business

we are placing a top priority on our cost

demand in the solar power market. However,

and ultimately create a better future. Synergy

competitiveness. We organized consultative

we will secure an unparalleled status through

between the fine chemical and green energy

units by items for cost cutting between our

facilities and idle land of local governments to construct and operate solar power plants. As a result, we inked an MOU

innovative cost improvement activities and

industries will lay the foundation for our new

head office and plants and are working hard to

to supply solar power generation plants and completed the Amsa Solar Power Generation Plant in July 2013. From now

establishment of an unrivaled cost structure for

take-off.

make such an improvement. We will enhance

on with this, we will pursue not only profit creation, but the energy independence of local governments and a reduction

polysilicon with proceeding investment. At the

the profitability of our business by minimizing

same time, we will also expand our solar power

costs for business activities such as logistics

business. We will lead the business towards the

in addition to the manufacturing. Also, we will

goal of becoming global top energy company.

try to join a global top-tier group within 2015

OCI is also actively driving a domestic solar power generation project. As a new renewable energy independent
power producer, we have signed agreements with local governments to promote the construction of multiple solar
power generation plants that can produce a total of 400MW electric power. As a result, we completed a 5MW Amsa
solar power generation plant in Seoul in July 2013. The plant is capable of generating electricity for approximately
1,850 households annually. In October 2013, we started the construction of an eco-friendly cogeneration plant in the
Saemangeum Industrial Complex in North Jeolla Province. When the plant is completed in 2016, the plant will be able to
stably supply energy to enterprises in the industrial complex and create economic value through the power generation
business.

Independent power producer is subject to national policies. The future of the solar power generation business in
Korea looks bright since the government will promote the new and renewable energy industry. The introduction of
RPS(Renewable Portfolio Standard) and subsequent enforcement ordinances will result in a 1GW market for the next
two years. This will improve business conditions for solar power generation companies. OCI will work hard to create
profits in line with this trend.

Solar Power Business
As a new renewable energy independent power producer, OCI is pushing for business to create profit by renting public

in carbon dioxide. We are planning to lead the national power supply program. We are also engaging in the solar power
business in the U.S. and are putting a spur to projects in other countries.

CHALLENGE

CHANGE

through our business.
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OCI aims to achieve sustainable growth by coping with changes and
creating innovative value on the basis of management innovation, CR
activities and R&D capabilities.

Creation of Innovative Value

OCI pursues sustainable growth by coping with changes in business
environments on the basis of the risk management system and
managing risk elements in advance.

Risk Management System

[ Result of Cost Innovation ]

66.9

Cost innovation
CR activities

billion won

Risk Management System
Internal
management

Unit : hundred million won

Sticking to our value of “The Six Sigma business innovation determines the course of our future,” OCI is
implementing innovation activities with business site champions at its center. Quality Management Team at
each business site manages innovation tasks through regular monitoring meetings and reports. In addition, in

110

Production
Research
Sector

OCI systematically manages risks such as foreign exchange, interest rate, liquidity and credit which
may affect the financial performance of the company.

Unit : million won

24,018

Cost Innovation

Foreign Exchange

Interest rate

Liquidity

Credit

OCI regularly assesses the risk from the
fluctuation of exchange rates and tries to
minimize the risk by means of currency
forward contracts.

We manage interest rate risk through
the balance among fixed interest rate
borrowings and variable interest rate
borrowings and interest rate swap contracts
against cash flow interest rate risk and fair
value interest rate risk.

We are prepared for liquidity risk through the
management of our ability to repay financial
debts and the optimization of our capital
structure such as mapping out a shortand long-term financial management plan
and analyzing and reviewing cash outflow
budget and actual cash outflows to manage
liquidity risk are preparing for liquidity risk.

If a party to an agreement seems to fail
to perform its contractual obligations and
cause financial loss, we treat it as a credit
risk. Such credit risk is assessed based
on the financial state of the client, past
achievements and others.

OCI promotes internal growth and elevates its profitability through enterprise-wide CR (Cost Reduction)
activities. In 2013, we discovered and completed a total of 390 projects, which saved the total cost of

Financial Risk

[ R & D Cost ]

order to promote innovation activities, we reinforce task leaders’ capabilities and customized innovation methods
by transforming the Six Sigma into the QSS(Quick Six Sigma) which is in line with our characteristics.

Business
Sales
Sector

2011 2012 2013

33,974

Promoting Management Innovation

prevented. OCI reviews detected risk through the internal management and Audit Committee first and
prepares countermeasures in compliance with policies approved by the BOD.

Administration
Sector

34,648

Advanced R&D

113

Responses to market changes

Six Sigma

of accounts in each department. The damages are quickly corrected and a possibility of business loss is

Audit Office / Management Advisory Office

259

Creation of Innovative Value

Teams in charge are regularly checking the state of risk management. The teams find problems in main
tasks with large potential damages such as omissions, mistakes and errors early during the settlement

Board of Directors
Audit Committee

[ Result of Six Sigma ]

Management innovation diffusion

Risk Management

2011 2012 2013

66.9 billion won. Our FEA (Financial Effect Analyst) system makes an objective assessment of financial
performance of improved projects that establish a CR culture.

[ Domestic and foreign patent and
trademark application ]

Strengthening R&D Capabilities

Domestic
patents

OCI is performing a variety of studies for the purpose of obtaining core technology and enhancing the
competitiveness of existing products. For this purpose, we are putting the four objectives into practice.
The four are 1) pre-emptive market response and 2) development of high value-added core technology
3) Ensuring excellent R & D capabilities 4) Open Innovation for selection and concentration under the
vision of ‘Leading Technology’. Furthermore, with the goal of securing a competitive edge and advanced

Registered
Pending
Total

Foreign
patents

Domestic
trademarks

Foreign
trademarks

102

27

30

5

164

62

34

1

18

115

164

61

31

23

279

technology in the global market, we finished preparing to establish research centers in overseas
countries in 2013 and are making steady efforts to do that in 2014.

Technological Seminar
Iksan Plant carries out monthly technical

Intellectual Property Rights Management
In 2013, OCI’s Intellectual Property Team was established to carefully and quickly respond to threats from
leading companies and patent trolls. In addition, in order to strategically take advantage of intellectual
property, we will build a management system for intellectual property rights to introduce the system in

Non-Financial Risk Management

Total

seminars to improve employees’ technical
skills. Two speakers make presentations
and have a Q & A session with one theme
with participants in technical seminars.
Employees share information through the

2014. The introduction of this system enables us to better manage our intellectual property rights which

seminar to improve plant-wide business

are our core competences.

capabilities and communication skills.

OCI deals with non-financial risks such as the ethics of employees, environmental safety, information
security and global compliance for overseas business.

Compliance

External Trading

Environment and Safety

Information Security

We manage our regulatory risk through our
audit team and legal team. audit team
pays constant attention to bribery, corruption
and other areas. Legal Team examines
the observance of the regulations at each
business site and reports the outcome to
the board of directors. We also manage legal
risks that may arise from contracts through
the Legal Management System.

We have newly established global legal
team which along with the existing Legal
Team, supports making/reviewing contracts
and negotiating with domestic and foreign
companies. The team minimizes the
contractual risk and support business teams
in all processes. As needed, the team
cooperates with a law firm abroad.

We choose the environmental management
as our core issue to minimize the risk with
environmental safety. We also put forth our
utmost efforts to prevent any damage to the
employees or the community by making an
emergency response plan and assessing risk
elements at each business site.

We encode documents to prevent our
information leakage. We get permission from
the owner of the information concerned
when we delegate the information and delete
the information when the contract period is
up. Committee of Information Security tries
to minimize the information leakage risk in
cooperation with Corporate Innovation Team,
HR Management Team, General Affairs
Team, Corporate Planning Team and OCI I&C.
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Sharing Economic Achievement

OCI is increasing its competitiveness in the market through the green
energy business and its enhanced competitiveness in existing markets.

We will create a win-win society by sharing our outcome of economic
achievement with stakeholders.

Green Energy Business

Sharing Economic Achievement with Stakeholders

Expanding Domestic New and Renewable Energy Market

OCI communicates with stakeholders such as shareholders and investors, government, partners,

OCI has been engaging in the solar power and co-generation business. Consistently forging

employees and communities and shares economic achievement with stakeholders.

agreements with local governments, we are proceeding with solar power projects to generate a total
of 400MW electric power and running OCI Amsa Power Plant. Through cogeneration subsidiary OCI
SE, we are building the first eco-friendly cogeneration plant in the Saemangeum Industrial Complex.
The high-efficiency cogeneration plant uses waste heat and unutilized energy to maximize energy
efficiency. The plant is expected to supply high quality energy and at the same time, generates about
200 billion won in annual sales.

Strengthening Foundation for International PV Market
Alamo 1 and 2 are the solar power plants in the first and second phase of the “400MW PV Power
Supply Agreement” that OCI inked with CPS Energy, a power supply company in the City of San
Antonio, Texas in 2012. The two were completed and their commercial generation began in December
2013 and March 2014, respectively. Moreover, we secured a financial source for strengthening the
foundation in the U.S. solar power generation market by listing OCI Resources LP, our subsidiary in the
U.S., on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE).

Shareholders and investors

Government

To maximize shareholder value, we
expanded our management activities
while endeavoring to steadily enhance
profitability and stability.

We created economic value through
business activities and gave it as a
corporate tax to the central and local
governments.

-13,741

104,735

Earnings per share (EPS, won)
(Consolidated basis)

Income tax expense (million won)
(Consolidated basis)

Strengthen Competitiveness in Existing Market
Basic Chemicals
OCI is the world’s third largest player in the polysilicon sector since we have an annual manufacturing
capacity of 42,000MT. Our annual production capacity is expected to rise to 52,000 MT thanks
to expansion in progress in March 2014. The expansion will enable us to stably supply high-purity
polysilicon to corporate customers and secure upgraded price competitiveness and more advanced
technology. This will ultimately increase our competitiveness in existing markets.

Petrochemical and Carbon Materials

1,229,087

305,863

2,376

Goods and services (million won)

Salaries (million won)
(Consolidated basis)

Social contribution Expense (million won)

By steadily going ahead with shared
growth with small and mid-sized
companies, OCI purchased products
and services from partners.

OCI distributed economic value
through salaries, welfare and benefits
to enhance employees’ capabilities

OCI created a harmonious society
through social contribution activities
such as donations and support for
communities.

Partners

Employees

Communities

(Separate basis)

(Separate basis)

OCI China and the Zaokuang Group engaged mainly in coal mining signed a contract to build / operate a
carbon black joint venture by investing 51% and 49% in Shandong Province. Harnessing this contract,
we will enhance our competitiveness in the Chinese petrochemical and carbon material sector.

OPEN for
Environment, Safety & Health
Activities to Reduce Environmental Impact
It is a global concern to lead sustainable business management practices in order to minimize the environmental impact. Domestically,
the risk of OCI employees and community members due to hazardous chemical leakage has become a social concern. Accordingly, we
have adopted eco-friendly management systems and safe and healthy business sites as our core tasks.

Site for Saemangeum Cogeneration Plant

Delsea Solar Power Plant in the U.S. (3MW / Vineland, NJ)

OPEN for
Environment, Safety & Health
Activities to Reduce Environmental Impact
It is a global concern to lead sustainable business management practices in order to minimize the environmental impact. Domestically,
the risk of OCI employees and community members due to hazardous chemical leakage has become a social concern. Accordingly, we
have adopted eco-friendly management systems and safe and healthy business sites as our core tasks.

OCI’s Approaches

2013 Key Performance Evaluation

For sustainable business advancement, OCI has focused on eco-friendly management practices with the Corporate Innovation Team
and SH&E Team at the axis. We have adopted eco-friendly process management, measures regarding global climate change, hazardous
chemical/waste management and safe and healthy management as our core tasks cooperating with each business sites. For this
purpose, we are actively engaged in initiatives and organizations at home and abroad. In response to the global climate change, we will
formulate GHG Master Plan and systematically manage the carbon dioxide emissions until 2020. For the safety at business sites that
has emerged as a social concern, we have established safety and healthy management systems. We have also put forth our utmost

Management of Hazardous chemicals
Emergency exercise : 559 times

Operating Eco-friendly
processes
Energy savings : 2%
Environmental investment : 8,043 million won
Reduction of Water consumption : 814,405 tons

Responding to climate change
GHG reduction : 60,825 tonCO2eq
Heat (steam) sales : 764,172GJ

efforts to effectively react in an emergency through the newly established emergency management system. Through the system, we
try to minimize the environmental impacts and provide healthy business sites to the employees.

Safety and Health Management
Industrial accident rate : 0.13%
No. of employee who enjoyed health examination support : 2,707
649 counselings with doctors

Waste Management
Reduction of waste : 12,445 ton
Waste recycling rate : 35.76%
Wastewater reduction : 22,799 ㎥
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OCI is trying to reduce the use of energy and raw materials. This effort
aims to maximize the economic value and preserve the environment
by effectively consuming resources at all our process phases.

OCI makes endeavors to build eco-friendly business sites by steadily
monitoring waste and greenhouse gas emissions to mitigate
environmental impacts.

UT
INP

2011 2012 2013

Unit : tonCO2eq

Unit : ton

2011 2012 2013

[ Water use ]

2011 2012 2013

44,510

56,414

88,481

2,571,054

[ Waste ]

298,960

Transportation
288,933

8,043

8,606
Unit : million won

Transportation

2011 2012 2013

333,803

Eco-friendly Management
System

12,984

11,178,659

11,993,064

11,735,855

Disposal

[ Greenhouse gas emissions ]

Unit : ton

2,269,574

[ Energy use ]

2011 2012 2013

2,292,373

[ Raw material use ]

Unit : TJ

Purchase

2,468,473

2011 2012 2013

2,631,880

Transportation

Transportation
Unit : ton

2,777,846

OUTPUT(Data Coverage 100%)

R&D

40,520

41,684

41,993

1,301,191

1,366,036

1,376,464

INPUT(Data Coverage 100%)

Production

Transportation

Use

[ Environmental investments and expenditures ]

2011 2012 2013

Unit : ㎥

[ Wastewater ]

Unit : ton

2011 2012 2013

[ Use of toxic chemicals ]

T
TPU
OU

Global Environmental Management System

Preserving Biodiversity

OCI has made a company-wide SH&E management system. SH&E Team at the HQ and each business

Awareness of the sustainable use and importance of ecosystems has been steadily raised since the

site has made it easier to have communications through diverse channels for environmental strategy.

adoption of the international convention on biological diversity. To meet such requirements, each

Through the team, we do our best to realize our method of eco-friendly management. We have

business site makes different approaches to protecting the nearby environment and keeping diverse

attained ISO 14001 from the ISO for our eco-friendly management system. We have sustained the

organisms alive and well.

eco-friendly management through continuous assessments and re-assessments. We paid a fine once
due to a violation of environmental laws in 2013.

Business site
Gwangyang
Incheon

Major Activities
Eco-environment and river restoration in cooperation with nearby relevant organizations
Feeding wild animals in winter
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Eco-friendly Process
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OCI tries to sustain the progress based on an eco-friendly management
system. The system includes eco-friendly operation, eco-friendly
emissions and safe and healthy management.

OCI manages raw materials, industrial water, energy and wrapping
materials, transportation in an eco-friendly manner to minimize the
environmental impact.

Raw Material Consumption and Its Reduction

[ Raw Materials by Plant ]

CHANCE

OCI is doing everything in its power to link its environmental management system that minimizes impacts on
the environment to the creation of new values.

Unit : ton
Business Main raw
site
material

CHALLENGE

It is obligatory to take into account a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and the environment.
Business sites safety should not be ignored. To satisfy these needs, OCI selected safety and health
management and environmental management as core tasks.

2011

2012

2013

Naphtha,
DNT(Dinitro
Gunsan toluene),
295,982 320,368 248,064
Industrial salt
Coal tar,FCC,

Pohang Naphthalene 542,959 542,067 569,734

CHANGE

We have introduced global-level systems by attaining eco-friendly certifications and have 2020 GHG
Master Plan in place to respond to climate change. We also plan to drive constant stability at business
sites through safe and healthy management based on reduced waste generation and recycling of
resources.

Gwang Coal tar, Light
514,599 484,246 468,739
oil, FCC
yang

Confirmation of Specialized Green Enterprise

Eco-Friendly Management System

Iksan

Naphtha

22,924

18,001

14,178

Iksan VIP

FS, Fiber,
Opacifier

-

378

396

Jeonju

Alumina
(Al2O3)

-

26

80

Gunsan

Pohang

Gwangyang

Tackling Climate Change /
Hazardous Chemicals Management /
Waste Management
GLOBAL STANDARD
Environmental certification 		
(ISO 14001, etc.)

Iksan

Iksan VIP

Safety & Health
Management

CLIMATE CHANGE
2020 GHG Master Plan
Saving energy and reducing
greenhouse gas emissions

WASTE REDUCTION
Making long-term plan 		
for waste reduction and
recycling

11,178,659

11,993,064

Jeonju

Operation of Eco-friendly
Process

Pohang
Gwangyang

Reduced the raw material by 200 tons by increasing the recycling of the wastes

Water Consumption and Its Reduction

three strategies.

11,735,855

Corporate Innovation

Major Activity
Reduced naphthalene consumption by 206 tons through the change of Phthalic Anhydride catalyst and the improvement
of the yield rate at the distillation plant

water at business sites by saving water, recycling wastewater and running water-saving facilities -- its

[ Water Use ]
Unit : ton

SH&E

Business site

the industry to carry out management and water-saving activities. OCI is striving to lessen the use of

management system, establishes and manages detailed goals with these indices and integrates them

Environmental
management goals

reuse of byproducts and reduction of resource use.

Since the energy and chemical business requires a large amount of water resources, it is necessary for

Each business site of OCI selects environmental indices based on the following eco-friendly
into the business performance in connection with the PMS(Performance Management System).

OCI endeavors to effectively use resources at each business site based on production innovation,

2011

2012

2013

POLLUTION PREVENTION
Minimizing soil, water
and air pollutants
Promoting activities to 		
reduce pollutants at
each plant

Business site

Major Activity

Gunsan

Reduced about 10,000 tons of water per year by recycling hot water

Pohang

Reduced about 140,000 tons of water by recycling the effluence for desulfurization

Gwangyang

Reduced about 5,000 tons of water by recycling the steam condensate

R&D Center

Reduced about 2,000 tons of cooling water per year using 6 Chillers

Energy Consumption and Its Reduction
We strive to approach and reduce energy consumption from a corporate perspective. Every year, each
plant collects the data on energy consumption and measures and analyzes the data against set plans.
In addition, we share successful cases of energy-saving practices with our employees in order to raise
awareness and draw out agreement on the need for reduction of energy consumption.

Business site

Objective

Achievement

Gunsan

1. Reducing the generation of wastewater and
waste by 5% from the previous year.
2. Sustain the green business certification

1. Reduced wastewater by 5% and waste by 24%.
2. Now in possession of green business certification
(Duration : Nov 08, 2012~Nov 07, 2015)

Pohang

Sustaining zero complaints from stakeholders

Sustain zero complaints from stakeholders

1. Reducing the generation of major wastes by 89 tons
from the previous year.
2. Reducing vile smell and stabilize wastewater
Gwangyang 3. Restoring contaminated soil
4. Organizing a committee to drive a campaign called ‘one
company, one river restoration’

Iksan

1. Reducing the quantity of wastewater
(Average 33% over three years)
2. Reducing wastes unit consumption
(5% down from the previous year)
3. Reducing electricity consumption (11,043kw)

1. Reduced the generation of major wastes by 63 tons
(25% reduced at all business sites)
2. Changed the scrapper at the settling tank of the wastewater
treatment facility
3. Installed and put in place the soil restoration facility
4. Worked as committee leader in driving the ‘one company, one river
restoration’ campaign
1. Down from the objective by 77% (Contamination rate increased)
2. Down from the objective by 23% (Event wastes increased)
3. Reduced 10,608 kw (Education and activities to save electricity)

Business site
Gunsan
Iksan

[ Direct energy use ]

9,340

Major Activity
Reduced steam by installing an economizer to collect waste heat
Devised measures to save energy through energy diagnoses

[ Indirect energy use ]

TJ

31,180

[ Energy use reduction (compared to the previous year) ]

TJ

2.0

%
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Tackling Climate Change

OPEN for Growth Dynamic
OPEN for Environment, Safety & Health
OPEN for Next Generation
OPEN for Management Data

By devising mid- to long-term strategies for reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, OCI is actively tackling climate change, one of major global
environmental issues.

Environmental Investment and Expenditure
For the construction of eco-friendly business sites, OCI is implementing environmental investment
and expenditure under mid- to long-term plans. About 7 billion won was spent on replacing all of the

2020 GHG Master Plan
[ Environmental investments ]

8,043

wastewater tanks and some of the regenerative furnaces for active carbon and installing lines to collect
high-temperature condensate at Gunsan Plant. We invested about 800 million won in replacing heater
fuels with eco-friendly ones and making an improvement to the vacuum system at Pohang Plant.

million won

[ Greenhouse Gas Scope1 Emissions ]

OCI mapped out and is implementing ‘2020 GHG Master Plan’ in order to keep in mind the importance

921,433

of the management of carbon emissions and pre-emptively cope with the issue. The plan aims to
tonCO2eq

[ Recyclable packaging performance ]
Business
Packaging
site

material management program in accordance with the Extended Producer Responsibility principle. This

Gunsan

program empowers us to thoroughly collect and recycle waste from production.
Pohang

Realizing Green Logistics Culture
Gwangyang

to laws on working environments and slashing harmful gas emissions from transporting vehicles.
In 2013, we built the Transporting Environment Safety Management System which led to the
establishment of a related guide on green transportation. Each business site conducts emergency drills

Iksan

against transporting accidents in tandem with logistics companies. We are making efforts to lessen
possibilities of environmental contamination accidents by transporting vehicles through stricter checkups and the education of drivers.

[ Greenhouse Gas Scope 2 Emissions ]

Unit : %

With an eye toward fulfilling its responsibilities as a producer, OCI is running an eco-friendly wrapping

OCI is stepping up on eco-friendly green logistics culture such as saving fuels, making an improvement

IksanVIP

2011

2012

2013

Drum

8

7

6

PVC bag

-

2

2

Baffle Bag

-

5

9

PVC Bag
(C/B)

10

13

12

PVC Bag
(TAR)

48

-

-

Bulk bag

73

79

20

Can

27

23

-

FS ton
bag

-

100

100

Pallet

-

31

21

Box

-

1

1

1,649,622

Activities to reduce transportation-induced emissions
Minimizing toluene transport on land through new maritime transportation of toluene / sea shipment facility improvements /
Running carpool system and encouraging people to use mass transit systems

Goal

(Assess the attainment of targets
in the previous year)
•Negotiate targets for the following
year in September
•Submit implementation plans in
December

Corporate
Innovation
Team

Reduction
Strategy

Business
Sites

R&D
Center

•Set goals as identified by the 		
government
•Generate profits through the sale
of allowances

•Reduce emissions in a cost-effective way
•Set up strategies to prepare for the
introduction of the emissions trading
scheme

•Discover effective areas for 		
reduction

•Reach reduction targets

•Research the application of
reduction technology

•Discover new technology items and

•Apply and develop new technologies

identify their application potential

Operating and improving fume scrubber
for marine shipment
 ank lorry hatch work made possible by
T
the installation of flow meters at benzene
shipment sites
Launching new line for toluene marine
shipments

into employees’ daily lives beyond production processes.

IksanVIP

Carpool commute to work
Container box optimization
Using public transportation when making
business trips

allowances
(offset the auctioned allowances)

•Discover processes where new technologies are applicable
•Reach reduction targets

Greenhouse Gas Inventory Management and Reduction

and wastewater by pre-emptively tacking such social needs. We designate and monitor the facilities

government

•Generate profits through the sale of

through the sale of allowances

Four safety management guidelines
breed eco-friendly transportation
Emergency drills in preparation for
transportation accidents
Enhancing routine inspection of transport
vehicles and driver education

※Reduction of about 2,000 tons
		 by the use of T/L

•Reach goals as identified by the

•Seek to find projects to obtain allowances externally

All
business
sites

Gwang
yang

2nd-Phase of the Emissions
Trading Scheme (97% free
allocation, 3% auctioning)

•Set up and execute emissions trading strategies to generate profits

Preventive Activity

anything else exerts all its powers to protect its surrounding ecosystems from harmful chemicals

contaminants from leaking.

1st-Phase of the Emissions
Trading Scheme
(100% free allocation)

Business
site

employees health are emerging as social issues at home. OCI which puts the environment before

requiring special pollutant management and operate advance evaluation systems to prevent soil

Target Management
System
•Verify specifics in March

[ Activities to Build Safe and Green
Transportation Management System ]

Soil Pollution Management
The accidental emission of harmful chemical materials at business sites and the management of

[ GHG Master Plan ]

tonCO2eq

Mission : Establishing safe and green transportation management system and reducing transportation-induced emissions
Building Safe and Green Transportation Management System
Drawing up guidelines for environment and safety management system / Conducting emergency drills against traffic accidents /
Strengthening routine inspections for vehicles and driver education

Low Carbon, Green Growth’ as well as the ‘GHG emissions trading scheme’ to be launched in 2015
and allows us to systematically manage carbon emissions.

Gwangyang Plant spent about 200 million won on an improvement in waste gas incinerators.

Collecting and Recycling Wrapping Materials

prepare for the ‘GHG Energy Target Management’ which is operated under the ‘Framework Act on

Since we developed a GHG inventory system based on the international standard, we have been
operating a ‘low carbon production system,’ continuously identifying emission sources and minimizing
GHG emission during production. We are slashing greenhouse gas emissions by expanding its scope

Heat(Steam) Sale to Outsiders
Some business sites are co-generating power with surplus gases from production processes as

[ Heat(steam) for sale ]

764,172

their energy source. In particular, by selling 742,667GJ and 21,505GJ of heat(steam), respectively,
GJ

Pohang Plant and Gwangyang Plant are striving to generate profits while undertaking such eco-friendly
discharge practices as GHG reduction.
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Hazardous Chemicals Management
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Waste Management

OPEN for Growth Dynamic
OPEN for Environment, Safety & Health
OPEN for Next Generation
OPEN for Management Data

The Integrated Hazardous Chemicals Management System enables OCI
to abide by international environmental regulations and laws.

OCI controls the waste amount and pollutant emissions and tries to
minimize wastes and effectively use resources by appropriate recycling
or reuse.

Reinforcing Stability of Chemical Material Management

Waste Management

[ Waste Discharge ]

Unit : time(s)

stakeholders make endeavors to safely handle chemicals through education sessions and preventive
inspections. At the same time, scenario-based training is offered to ensure a swift response to
emergencies.

Business
Related Institution 2011 2012 2013
site
Gunsan

Gunsan Fire Station

2

2

1

Internally

-

108

312

Pohang

Pohang Nambu Fire
Station/ Internally

20

21

114

2011

2012

2013

Gunsan

286,321

261,069

274,255

Pohang

25,277

4,652

3,066

Gwang
yang

Gwangyang Fire
Station/
Internally

15

80

83

Gwangyang

4,227

3,374

3,982

Iksan

Internally

16

17

49

Iksan

17,978

19,838

17,657

Hazardous Chemical Use by Business site (Unit : ton)

2011

OCI limits the use of six major regulation materials (Pb, Cd, Hg, Cr+6, PBB, PBDE) and has registered
all products using such chemicals to meet the REACH, a global standard for chemicals and RoHS, a
guideline to limit the use of hazardous chemicals.
Pohang Plant Emergency Exercise

Preventive Activities

OCI Pohang Plant performed an

Each business site of OCI does evaluations and preventive activities to prevent hazardous materials

emergency treatment exercise in an

from leaking. We make hazardous chemicals flow in and out according to an appropriate procedure. To

imagined fire with hazardous chemicals

do so, we regularly check the contamination of hazardous treatment facilities or rain water pipes, pH

leaking to remove the worries of the

Gunsan

•To maintain good rain drains, each teams check once a day.
•Categorize the types of accidents that happened within a team, inside/outside the plant, make a scenario and
hold drills in imagined emergencies (for all teams)

Pohang

•Drill in imagined leaking of benzene tanks
•Install dikes or sumps to prevent leaking at hazardous substance effluence facilities
•Repair the sike and others within the production facilities

proactive waste recycling policy.

2013

Business
site

2011

2012

2013

Gunsan

84.4

60.6

77.4

Pohang

10.9

16.5

13.9

Gwang
yang

13.8

16.6

15.7

Iksan

75.6

74.4

71.8

11

2

0

IksanVIP

Release

• Reusing portion of wastewater within process
• Reinforcing monitoring of carbon black leak

Reduction

• Reusing alkaline wastewater within process
• Increasing rate of recovering raw materials from vent gas
• Resource recycling system for waste management plans

Recycling

• Cutting cost and increasing economic benefits through recycling policies

Wastewater Management
Wastewater from each business site is first treated at its own wastewater treatment facility and is
finally discharged or sent to a terminal disposal plant of sewage to be finally discharged. OCI’s business
sites are applying their own management standards which are tougher than laws and keep pollutants
less than 30% of legal standards.

Business site

[ Reduction in Wastewater ]

22,799

residents. About 100 people from 7
Station and Nambu Police Station,

Preventive Activity

generates economic value by reducing production costs as well as protects the environment with its

[ Waste Recycling Rate ]

institutions (Pohang City, Nambu Fire

Business site

2012

legal procedures. Designated wastes are handled by the professional agency for the safety and OCI

Unit : %

To Meet Regulations

and sluices.

General wastes and designated wastes are managed separately and treated in accordance with the
44,510

[ Emergency Exercises at Business Sites ]

shared through Material Safety Data Sheets. Employees in charge of handling chemicals and relevant

56,414

Newly introduced chemicals are analyzed for their potential harmfulness while information on them is

88,481

Unit : ton

Pohang

㎥

Gwangyang
Iksan

among others) and 15 fire engines and

Preventive Activity
Reduced wastewater by 139,000 tons by recycling discharged water
Reused some of the purified wastewater for wet-type desulfurizers of cogeneration boilers
Reduced boiler water through the use of condensate water

chemical fire trucks participated in the joint
exercise. The exercise was focused on
human rescue, firefighting, containment

[ Wastewater Discharge ]

of hazardous chemicals leaks and

Unit : ㎥

decontamination, assuming that a fire had

Management of Air Pollutant Emissions and Ozone Layer
Depleting Chemicals

Business
site

2011

2012

2013

Gunsan

1,778,459

1,625,193

1,543,933

For the purpose of decreasing air pollutant emissions, OCI sets and manages reduction goals by

Pohang

304,055

298,434

337,784

business sites and applies stricter-than-legal standards to emissions. Our TMS(Tele Monitoring

Gwang
yang

261,636

241,739

281,452

System) monitors air pollutant emissions and the data is made public through the Korea Environment

OCI endeavors to react better at an emergency through a joint exercise with the local institutions by

Iksan

109,537

111,873

100,966

preparing an emergency action manual and a performance guideline.

R&D
Center

12,775

12,940

5,328

Jeonju

-

182

111

2,468,473

2,292,373

2,269,574

Gwangyang

•Make emergency manuals and scenarios to be ready for accidental leakage of hazardous chemicals

Emergency Management System

broken out by benzene leak from a tank at
the Pohang Plant.

Total

Corporation and the homepage. An emergency response system is in place. Thus, if emissions
reach 90% of the permissible level, an alarm is automatically sent through the sharing of information
between the HQ and the business site. We do not produce and sell ozone depleting chemicals banned
by the Montreal Protocol. We are planning to slash air pollutant emissions and ozone layer depleting
chemicals by steadily coping with related issues.
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OCI has established Safety & Health goals and run systematic
programs such as disease prevention and management program so as
to deliver a safe and healthy workplace for employees as well as for the
environment.

Safety & Health Management System

Reinforced Awareness of Safety & Health Management

OCI selected the safety and health sector as its core task and is firing on all cylinders to elevate
its safety and health level to the global level by mapping out a three-year plan. The Environment,
Safety and Health Committee at the HQ and the No-Accident Committees at business sites are
taking the initiative in implementing safety and health management. By giving employees of our
partners opportunities for safety and health education, we expanded the scope of safety and health
management to cover stakeholders.

OCI puts forth efforts to prevent accidents by inspecting and checking the rate of correction of
detected risk factors. We also exert ourselves to reinforce awareness of Safety & Health management
by giving appropriate education to employees and suppliers.

Safety Culture
Awareness
Education

Three-Year Safety Culture Improvement (SCI) Plan
Targeting chief executive officer and executives in 2012

Safety and Health
Education

Raising awareness of safety and health management | Standardizing health and safety guidelines

•Education to raise employees’ awareness of safety culture
•Safety culture improvement (SCI)

•Regular and special safety education for employees and partners

Targeting workers in the field in 2013
Building SH & E system at the global level and managing nine targets | risk assessment, hazardous factor identification and improvement

Title

Establishing safety and health management in 2014
Adjusting SH&E goals into 11 items | Expanding scope into legal compliance, suppliers, transportation safety

Edu.
on safety
culture

Global Safety and Health Management System

[ Status of Health Check-up Support
(as of 2013) ]

Based on international standards, each business site has been certified for its safety and health
management system and operates a management system reflective of the characteristics and
circumstances of the surrounding community. OCI will expand the scope of certification into all
business sites to secure an international-level safety and health management system.

Unit : person

Pohang

245

Risk Assessment and Fortified Safety Standard
Achieving Ten Times the Zero
Accident Goal

Gunsan

Iksan

1,908

141

Unit

Injured employees

persons

Occupational injury rate

%

Occupational injuries per one million working hours

2011

2012

2013

6

1

3

0.21

0.04

0.13

0.9

0.17

0.35

Total working hours

Hour

6,682,444

5,992,032

5,651,440

Lost working days

Day

15,434

109

21

Rate of lost working days

%

0.23

0.018

0.004

ELCM1)

Top management

MSM2)

•The basic theory of safety management in modern times

Team managers of OCI
and suppliers

PAI3)/HIRA4)

•A comprehensive study on work, performance, risk management, etc/ behavior Manager, Associates,
observation
Chiefs of shifts

Safety Culture
Festival

•Collect mottos, posters and slogans on safety
•Safety exercises about firefighting, lifesaving lessons, etc.

Gunsan Plant

Special Safety
Events

•Collect mottos and posters on safety
•Quiz on safety activities
•Contest on firefighting

Pohang Plant,
Gwangyang Plant,
Iksan Plant

Efforts to Promote Health of the Workforce
OCI’s various health examination and management programs help employees to make healthy habits.
We manage programs to promote business site health. For that purpose, each business site has a
problems. General or special medical tests are given to family members of those in the workforce on a

Culture.’ All employees are exerting their

[ Counseling Results of Those
Diagnosed with Specific Medical
Conditions (as of 2013) ]

energy to achieve a safe and healthy

Unit : person

goal with the motto, ‘Change to Safety

Beneficiaries

system for the workforce to consult with our nurses or general hospital nurses about their health
regular basis. If the medical test shows any problems, subsequent care will be given.

Iksan VIP

education.

Category

61

2,707

OCI’s Incheon Business Department has
achieved ten times the zero accident

Contents
•The outline, history, theoretical background, skills and practical matters
concerning loss management for top management

Jeonju

TOTAL

work environment through employees

[ Status of Safety & Health Management ]

* Not including data of affiliated companies

44

308

Gwangyang

To remove risky elements from each business site, OCI has fortified the system of Work Permission.
We are executing a job hazard assessment system to eliminate blind spots of risks while working.
We have put forth further efforts for a safe and healthy management environment by practicing
standardized safe and healthy guidelines. In 2013, we will make five additional guidelines for
more transportation safety, thus we will operate 35 guidelines in total regarding safe and healthful
management.

Iksan VIP

Edu.
on Safe &
Healthy
Mgt

Program

5

Jeonju

Pohang

14

62

Gwangyang

59

Iksan

33

TOTAL

649

R&D Center

96

Gunsan

380

1) ELCM : Executive Loss Control Management
2) MSM : Modern Safety Management
3) PAI : Professional Accident Investigation
4) HIRA : Hazard Identification & Risk Assessment

OPEN for
Next Generation
OCI’s Social Responsibility
OCI is especially focused on managing its three kinds of stakeholders : customers, employees and those in the social contribution
sector. We conducted the materiality test and identified key issues of each area : strengthening customer satisfaction program,
improving customer communication channels, resolving social issues through social contribution, fair performance evaluation and
compensation, work & life balance through customized employee welfare system and healthy labor relations.

Solar Project activities in Nangi Village, Nepal

Tar Process in Pohang Plant

ANS Analysis Lab at the R&D Center

OPEN for
Next Generation
OCI’s Social Responsibility
OCI is especially focused on managing its three kinds of stakeholders : customers, employees and those in the social contribution
sector. We conducted the materiality test and identified key issues of each area : strengthening customer satisfaction program,
improving customer communication channels, resolving social issues through social contribution, fair performance evaluation and
compensation, work & life balance through customized employee welfare system and healthy labor relations.

OCI’s Approaches
Each business division, Recruiting Team, HR Development Team, HR Management Team, Employee Relations Team and Corporate
Responsibility Team are engaged in the survey of the dangers and opportunities for consumers, employees and surrounding

2013 Key Performance Evaluation
Per capita education hours : 24 hours
Performance evaluation coverage
rate : 97.9%
Unionization rate : 99.1%

communities. OCI also runs an intensive consumer satisfaction program and quality innovation system to satisfy consumers with
the best products. Additionally, we operate various employee benefits program to help our employees work more energetically
and to improve their quality of life and we seek to enhance the value of our employees by offering them diverse work experience

Employees

Purchases from partners
1,229,087 million won
(Seperate basis)

and professional education. With regard to the local community, we aim to develop a culture of coexistence by promoting active
communication and by developing social contribution projects where we can continue to inject our resources.

Partners

Customers

Customer Satisfaction Survey
92.1 points
(Overall satisfaction)

Social Contribution

Donations : 23,760,000 won
Employee volunteer service hours :
4,665 hours
(Seperate basis)
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OCI minimizes quality defects through an entire production process
to produce customer-oriented products. We will put our utmost
efforts into maximizing customer value on the basis of our strong
understanding of customers and the chemical industry.

Enhance customer satisfaction

Quality Management System
[ Four Steps to Addressing Customer
Complaints ]

Customer Satisfaction Process
In order to satisfy customer needs, OCI is running a process to review customer needs during product
application and process management. We devise proper measures after reviewing customer complaints

System based on ISO 9001, ISO / TS 16949, the KS certification of hydrogen peroxide for its longPooling Customer
Complaints

Product claim register and
handling ledger

Reviewing
Customer
Complaints

Claim handling outcome report
and Improvement & development
processing documents

in accordance with the Claim handling outcome report and Improvement & development processing

purchase with our electronic ordering system. The ordering information can be checked through SMS
or e-mail. Each business department shares product information with others through new product

Analyzing
Customer
Complaints

Analysis of customer satisfaction /
Solicitation of customer feedback

showcases and demonstrations. They hold events to communicate with buyers and measure customer

Strengths

Measures to prevent recurrence
Conditions of product conservation
Support for OCI products

Corporate image
Employee satisfaction
Meeting delivery deadlines
Dealing with emergency order

Analysis of
Customer
Satisfaction

Intensive improvement
Foreign matter management and product packaging
Business process and system satisfaction

Web Acessibility Certification Mark for OCI’s Homepage
The homepage of OCI obtained a Web Accessibility Certification mark.
The mark ensures that the OCI website is easily accessible from
anyone regardless of their physical conditions. OCI entirely updated the
homepage according to the government’s standards from December
2012 to March 2013 to land the certification mark.

Taking actions

[ Customer Satisfaction Survey ]
Unit : point

2011 2012 2013
Improvement priority
Quality improvement efforts
New development cooperation
Technical information exchange

System.

Pohang Plant

Quality Circle Awards at Nationwide
Competitions

Raised Yields through Standardization of
Operating Conditions

Gunsan Plant’s goal is a company makeover while
improving product quality and managing the quality
circle system where any employees member can
join. In the 39th nationwide quality circle competition,
RE CVD 2 Team won the Gold Medal with the topic,
‘Reduction of Pure Water Consumption by Improving
the Cleansing Manner of the Reactor’. The Fine
Chemical 2 Team won the Silver Medal with the
topic, ‘Impurity Reduction by Improving the Process
of Unrefined Phosphoric Acid’.

Pohang Plant noticed the difference in the yield
rate of each lot within the same grade product and
discovered that yield rates could be improved by
standardizing operation conditions. The plant was
able to change its operation condition and thus
improve its yield rate by raising the tip pressure
of raw material spray nozzle and by increasing the
degree of its spraying angle. For certain grades, the
yield rate was improved by the change of the nozzle
type.

Iksan VIP Plant

Jeonju Plant

92.1

Maintenance and Development

Establishing
Directions

91.5

results will be used in making future business plans and sales activities.

89.3

satisfaction and find matters for improvements through annual customer satisfaction surveys. The

needs for overall quality upgrade. We are boosting quality-based competitiveness by measuring quality

Gunsan Plant

Customers can check our product information, along with the manuals for major products at any time
on our website. To place an order, customers can key in the name and quantity of the product to

term growth and customer satisfaction. We map out our quality management plan based on customer
improvements at business sites and steadily solving problems through the Quality Management

documents. If necessary, we visit our corporate customers, analyze details and give direct support.

Communication Channel with Customers

OCI aims to produce reliable products that can satisfy customers through its Quality Management

Defect Reduced by 4% at the Process

Employees’ Ideas for Process Improvement

Vacuum insulators must be maintained without
humidity for it to function optimally. Because of the
problem of humidity the defect rate used to be high
in the summer and humidity was not easily removed
in winter because of low temperatures. Iksan VIP
Plant was determined to use vinyl to cover the VIP
process line to create greenhouse effect. With
this idea, the defect rate dropped by 2~4 %. It has
brought about high quality improvement to efficiency
considering the investment.

Jeonju Plant is using the ‘Employees’ Idea Contest’
starting from April 2013 to promote quality
innovation. To continually push this system, we
picked an ‘Idea King’ semi-annually. So far, each
employee has suggested an average of 5.4 ideas
and 260 suggestions have been adopted for the
production process.
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OCI is implementing SCM strategies with an eye toward win-win
growth with its partners in order to secure competitiveness and cope
with business environments.

SCM Strategies

Registration of new partner

Selection

Speed

Partner information
Registration and assessment
Comprehensive analysis of
partner

Visibility

Enhancing supply chain
visibility through S&OP
establishment

SCM

Integrated management
of the supply chain

Flexibility

Strengthening the supply
chain response system

 e evaluate new partners from their registration stage to ensure transparent
W
and fair selection. The approval of their registration is contingent on the analysis
of information and evaluation of the partners. Our ethical standard towards
employees and e-procurement system heighten transparency and fairness in the
selection of partners.
transaction
Business status Technical status Majorrecords

Quality and safety
and health

Environmental
status

 y analyzing the performances of partners regularly or if necessary, OCI
B
encourages partners to improve their performances
Quality / safety
/ environmental
management

Developing and
reinforcing green SCM

Evaluation

Construction
management

Delivery

Frequency
of product
damages

Degree of
cooperation

Etc.

Partner evaluation
 CI helps its major partners to increase their competitiveness with joint efforts
O
through regular on-the-spot evaluations.

STEP
01

STEP
02

STEP
03

Management

Enhancing Supply Chain Visibility through S&OP(Sales & Operations Planning) Establishment
OCI’s strategies for the first phase of SCM enabled itself to speed up the decision-making and execution which the
company is gradually expanding and applying to all business units.

Integrated Management of the Supply Chain (purchase, logistics and inventory management)

Management

At present, OCI is in the second phase of its SCM strategies. we will standardize our purchase, logistics and
inventory management systems by self-diagnosing its process. This process will enable us to stably maintain and
manage our supply chain.

Strengthening the Supply Chain Response System
(demand, order and delivery, customers and risk management)

Developing and Reinforcing Green SCM
We are making endeavors to minimize the impact on the environment through an eco-friendly management system.
We are planning to use green SCM to manage our environmental results while maintaining economic results in
connection with the PMS.

Enhanced Partner Management
OCI endeavors to enhance its partner management system by establishing Supplier Management
team for the integrated management of the supply chain, the second phase of the SCM strategies.
This management system includes partner evaluation, class analysis and the establishment of a
differentiation system. Class analysis and evaluation classify partners into five groups -- the Core Group,
the Management Group, the Development Group, the Support Goup and the Replacement Group. We
will carry out the enhancement of the partner management system by applying long-term support and
development strategies through these groups. We aim to grow together with our partners by supporting
and helping them grow into key partners. It is required, then, on the part of our partners to share and
comply with our quality standards such as safety, health, environmental and ethical principles.

Quality

Production

Safety /
Environment

Purchase /
Materials /
Logistics

Technology

T he results of evaluations are used as important references when OCI asks its
partners for estimates. According to the evaluation result, partners requiring special
attention are managed separately. We manage them through steady monitoring.
 ccording to the evaluation result, partners requiring special attention are
A
managed separately. Accordingly, we put forth efforts to help them enhance their
competitiveness through customized support.

Promoting Sustainable Shared Growth with Partners

OCI will deal with risk and increase its competitiveness through the management of its supply chain. We will also
reinforce our system to tackle changes in the market environment.

[ Purchase Amount from Partners ]
STEP
04

Partner support /
development

Finance

1,229,087

million won

OCI Suppliers’ Days 2013 was held in order to strengthen partnerships and generate mutual profits. This event will lay the foundation
for building mutual growth partnership with our partners. To this end, we are planning to share our management know-how and,
in particular, we will help partners build environmental safety systems. Such events will be held on a regular basis and utilized as a
communication channel. our purchases from suppliers in 2013 amounted to 1,229,087 million won. We are striving for the completion
of our general management system and mutual growth.
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We put forth all of our energy to cultivate and nurture creative talents
who can rise up to challenges. To this end, we have put in place the
education systems and programs that allow our employees to develop
their capabilities and demonstrate the best performance.

Human Resources Management

Human Resources Development

OCI does not spare any efforts in finding and developing human resources who always prepares to

Promoting Global Leaders

identify and seize potential opportunities, is not afraid of failure and thinks and acts proactively to create

OCI defines global leaders as talented people who can perform well anywhere in the world at the request

a new future, is open to diverse culture and can constantly change and grow, in the midst of rapidly

of us. At the same time, we strive to abide by global standards. Making English an official language among

changing market, customers and business environment.

employees and implementing the Global Competency Quotient (GQ) are serving as foundations for building
global culture. They also serve as a basis when we dispatch employees overseas for short-term projects or

People That OCI Wants

long-term work, which is one way of offering our employees more opportunities to experience the global
culture. Customized preparatory programs are provided such as overseas master and Ph. D. programs,

CHANCE

Seize Emerging Opportunities

Faster than Market Change

Strive to grasp emerging opportunity and rapidly
secure new source of competitveness once new
opportunity arises.

Understand and respond to the rapid changes of
the market and react accordingly.

overseas MBA, Engineering Design Seminar (Universal Oil Products Co.) and Chinese language education.
[ Employee Composition ]
Contract
Workers

Executives

2.17
Innovative Solution

CHALLENGE

Not be afraid of challenges and failures, prefer
new methods to conventional ways and respond
proactively.

Entrepreneurial Thinking
Persue sustainable values and provide effective
alternatives that best fulfill the interests of the
client as well as the company.

Strengthening Ability of Employees

Unit : %

Office
workers

2.00
Employee
Breakdown

Induction Program

28.40

Mentoring Program

Technical
Workers

Global Outlook

CHANGE

67.43

Flexible and open mind

Leadership Development
Education

Job-Specific Customized
Education

Global Competency Training

Humanities and Cultural
Education

Basic and intensive education
by ranks

MBA program
overseas training for
engineers

Intensive English camp programs
Support for employees’ attending
foreign language lectures

Liberal Arts Academy
Culture Points Program

All employees who are
managers or higher obtain
necessary management
knowledge and leadership
capabilities through MBA
programs. Every year, selected
engineers can build their
knowledge by receiving designoriented education in the
chemical process sector through
the Engineering Design Seminar
Program offered by UOP
(Universal Oil Products Co.)

We b a s i c a l l y o f f e r b a s i c
e-learning foreign language
education programs. In
addition, a six-week intensive
English education programs
entitled “International Business
Specialist Course” is offered
to employees who have to
use English for their work. All
employees are required to
receive a Chinese conversation
program to help them deal with
growing business with China.

Workshop for six-month employees

Workshop for one-year employees
Pay close attention to the international affairs and
take the lead in global market change.

Global Leading Green Energy and Chemical Company

[ Adaptation Programs for new
employees ]

Understand and respect the global culture and
ways of thinking.

We offer basic and intensive
education for new employees,
associates, senior associates,
managers and team managers.
Each of the programs is
designed and developed for
the development of capabilities
required of employees by
ranks, so it helps employees
fulfill their duties while showing
leadership.

Composition of the Workforce
The size of our workforce is 2,765 including 129 new employees and 6.4% resignations rate which
declined by 3.7% from the previous year. As a result of our efforts to diversify the workforce, women
in our workforce increased by 11.3% from the previous year, the employment of foreigners among
new employees reached 17.6% in 2013. We are trying our best to manage our great workforce by

[ Hiring New Employees ]

129

New Mentoring
Persons

using sustainable employment policies and capability reinforcement programs and put welfare program
in place to make the best workplace where all employees can have a good balance between work and
life.

We are implementing various
programs to improve our
employees’ understanding of
liberal arts. We have introduced
the ‘Culture Points Program’
through which employees will
obtain points if they attend
cultural events individually
or as a team. We also invite
speakers from various liberal
arts field once a month to our
Liberal Arts Academy.

[ Female Employee Growth Rate ]

11.3

%

[ Proportion of Foreigners to
New Employees in the 1st half of 2013 ]

17.6

Pohang Plant held New Mentoring Workshop
to promote new employees’ life as corporate
workers. Mentees themselves select their
mentors through education about the meaning
of the mentoring program and MBTI Test. The
mentors and mentees made implementation
plans for six months and held a ceremony to
declare the establishment of mentor-mentee
relationships that are beneficial to everyone.

Education Program for New Employees
To help new employees settle easily and adapt to our work environment, we run the Retention
Programs such as Mentoring Program and Workshop for New Employees in addition to the basic sixweek Induction Program. Such programs are designed to help the new employees to develop a feeling
of unity with the rest of the employees and gain a better understanding of our vision through smooth
communications with the executives or managers.

Mentoring Program
We run the Mentoring Program to help new employees easily become accustomed to company life

%

and develop their latent abilities. While participating in the Mentoring Program, they will be able to see
themselves change into team members who create value for us.
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Customized Employee Welfare and Benefits
Welfare and Benefits for Employees
OCI gives financial support for employees’ purchasing houses and offers dormitories to those who
work at business sites in provincial towns. We run general and comprehensive health check-up
programs to improve employees’ health and supports their medical costs through employee accident
insurance. In addition, we lighten employees’ burdens by providing support for educational expenses of

Retiree Management
[ Programs for Employee Welfare and
Benefits ]
Main welfare and benefits

A law will take effect to extend the nation’s official retirement age to 60 on January 1. But OCI extended

Housing

Financial housing support
Dormitories

the age ahead of other companies and the law seeking a GWP (Great Work Place) through stronger job
which his/her 60th birthday belongs, to appreciate employees’ long service (The retirement age was

Group accident insurance

extended by one year and three months on average) and agreed to hold retirement ceremonies by business

Supporting family events

to improve the working condition of our employees.

OCI holds meetings by ranks and Townhall meetings to reinforce its communication with employees

security for employees. Additionally, we extended our official retirement age to the end of half year during

Annual health check-up

Health

their children. Besides these, we are also operating various employee welfare and benefits programs

Stronger Internal Communication

Retirement Age Extended to 60

Sector

Life

Work

sites on January 1, 2014.

Corporate clubs
Support for educational expenses for
employees’ children

Retirement Pension System

Awards to long-service employees
Prizes to model employees

The labor and the management agreed to launch the retirement pension system through collective

and develop policies to make an improvement. In addition, we contribute to creating a healthy and

bargaining in 2009 and implemented it in 2010. We provide both DB(defined benefit) and DC(defined

active corporate culture by spreading model cases of innovative business management and cost

contribution) options. As of December 31, 2013, the defined benefit obligation amounted to KRW

reduction.

Support for Female Employees

96,445,507,148. OCI will steadily increase retirement pension reserves to enable employees to enjoy
the benefits of the system more comfortably.

[ Employee education hours by genders ]
Unit : hour

OCI holds Female engineers workshops to boost their efficiency and career development. In
addition, we are implementing a welfare system for maternity protection : resting places for pregnant
employees, rooms to breast-feed their babies and time for childcare.

Retiree Support Programs
Male

22

OCI is running an education program to help its employees make after-retirement plans. We actively
support those subject to the wage peak system during their wage peak periods so that they transfer

71

Female

their highly skilled multi-functional technical know-how, finish their career at OCI with a sense of pride
and prepare for their retirement lives.

Fair Evaluation and Compensation
OCI recognizes that performance management is the core of management activities and that it begins
from fair evaluation and reasonable compensation for performances. We made constant and regular

Sector

[ Percentage of Applied Performance
Evaluation ]
Unit : %

semiannual feedback as well as an agreement on goal setting obligatory and built a system to support
the management of performances. In addition, our salary system favors high performers. 97.9% of
our employees underwent performance evaluation and screening for career development in 2013. The
proportion includes employees subject to a wage peak system.

Flexible Rank System

in 2013

97.9

Life planning
education

three-rank system. Our change to adopt three new rank names -- team manager / manager / associate –
expedited decision-making and maximized power to implement decisions. In addition, we expanded a
manager candidate group and offer opportunities for employees to develop their capabilities.

Expected Effects
Improve Organizational Engagement of those subject to the Salary Peak System
•Transferring technical know-how from highly skilled multi-function workers
•Adapting to change from a pay cut and aging
•Contributing to organizational harmony during the three-year wage peak period

Making Life Plan after Retirement
Run a program that focuses on helping
•Utilizing of careers and devising employment strategies as middle-aged people
the employees who are into their third
•Establishing post-retirement activities for families
year of the salary peak system plan stably
•Maintaining and managing life after retirement
adjust to their life after retirement.
•Checking and maintaining retirees’ health

Future Retiree Education Plan
1st - 2013

OCI changed its rank system from the service-time-based six-rank system to the performance-based

Contents

Operate a program that will help our
new joiners recognize the environmental
Education of
employees subject change arising from the adoption of the
salary peak system, settle in stably and
to salary peak
harmoniously in the organization and
system
prepare for their later life.

Education of those subject to salary
peak system
Employees who are into their 1st year
of the program
(as of Dec. 31, 2013)
25 persons

2nd -2014

3rd -2015

4th - 2016

Life planning education

Life planning education

Those who will retire in 2015
/ 17 persons
Education of those who are subject
to salary peak system

Those who will retire in 2016
/ 17 persons

Conducting education in the same manner
as 3rd phase (2015)

Those joining the program in the 1st half
of 2015 / 17 persons

Education of those who are subject
to salary peak system
Those joining the program in the 2nd
half of 2015
Those joining the program in the first
half of 2016 / 30 persons

First half
Life planning education, education of those
who are subject to salary peak system
Second half
Education of those who are subject to
salary peak system
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OCI mobilizes our capability and resources to create value for the
community. To this end, we are implementing social contribution
activities in mainly four areas : social welfare, local community, arts &
culture, education and scholarships.

Corporate Culture

Social Responsibility Principles
[ Highlights of 2013 Donation Activities ]

GREEN COMPANY, GREEN LIFE
Our “Green Company, Green Life” campaign is a companywide campaign to create a healthy,

[ Employee Grievance Procedure ]

communicating and growing company. The campaign sparked the DP-30 Rule and OCT Rule that pursue

Details

and goals of our social contribution activities and carrying strategic social contribution activities based on the
characteristics of our business while veering away from simple charitable and almsgiving-like donation-oriented

Solar Project

Installing solar power
generators at elementary
schools in Korea and at
mountain villages in Nepal

Running a grievance counseling office

Energy Sharing and
Peace Foundation

Support for Nanum
(Sharing) Power Plant

(Audit by Audit Office at HQ)

Korea Solidarity for
Human Rights of
Disability People with
Brain Lesion

Installing bidets at homes
of patients suffering from
severe disabilities due to
brain lesions

where each mentee chooses their own mentor and the “Say Hello” campaign designed to create a
pleasant atmosphere at plants. In 2014, OCI will carry out 3Ups activities based on three key words -- Basic,
Idea and Health – by expanding the existing Green Campaign. We designated all of our business sites as
no-smoking zones and are creating a healthy corporate culture which does not promote drinking and gives
support to sports programs for mental and physical health enhancement such as clubs, crossfit and yoga.

Protecting Employees’ Human Rights

under the principles of integrity, publicity, engagement, continuity and community. We will set the visions

Organization

Communication channels
(online, landline, fax and mail)

a performance-oriented corporate culture adoption programs for new employees, the mentoring program

With the goal of creating new value for humanity, OCI is conducting various social contribution activities

social contribution activities.

Social Contribution Activities
OCI thinks that social contribution and corporate business are inseparable. We value the maximization
of the happiness of members of society more than anything else. We focus on promoting social

Grievance Resolution Committee
(Three workers from each business site)

contribution activities where we can make the most of our resources and capabilities in eco-friendly

OCI is complying with Korean and ILO(International Labor Organization) regulations concerning forced

and energy-efficiency projects. Considering support for the underprivileged important, we develop

labor and child labor. We ban any types of discrimination based on gender, races, religions, political views

and run a variety of social contribution programs for community and neighbors who need help. Our

and nationalities in recruitment, posting, promotions and education. At OCI, the three labor rights - right
to organize, right to collective bargaining and right to collective action - are protected through collective
bargaining. In the case of termination, these unionized members should be given notice at least 60 days in

philosophy of sharing that “The more you share hardship, the smaller it gets, the more you share love,
[ Unionization Rate ]

the bigger it gets.” encourages all of our employees to actively join social contribution activities with a

Unit : %

sense of responsibility.

advance as stipulated in the collective agreement.

Remedying Employees’ Grievances
Our Grievance Resolution Committee at each business site handles any employees’ complaints or

Creation of Social Value

in 2013

99.1

OCI will seek to achieve a competitive advantage through strategic social contribution activities that create

grievances. Various communication channels such as on-line, phone calls, fax or conventional mails are

communal value by mobilizing its capabilities and resources. We will be able to enhance our image as an eco-

available for the grievances and they are handled within ten days once submitted. We conduct audit

friendly company by actively participating in conservation activities related to the characteristics of our business

activities to shoot their troubles and run a grievance counseling office to actively deal with grievances.

to be a global leading green energy and chemical company. Moreover, we will seek a win-win way with
communities through social contribution activities and let employees feel a sense of belonging and meet their
[ Donations in 2013 ]

Sound Labor-Management Relationship
The management of OCI share quarterly management status and performances with the labor to
build a cooperative labor-management relationship. In addition, the management realizes true two-way
communications by discussing wages, safety, health, welfare and benefits, working systems, boosting
productivity and improving working conditions with the labor. In the future, we will exert ourselves to
build a mutually beneficial labor-management culture

Labor-Management Workshops

Labor-Management Harmony Event
Gwangyang plant held a labor-management
harmony event to build trust and promote coprosperity by inviting employees and their
families to the International Garden Exposition
Suncheon Bay. The event aimed to create labormanagement harmony and strong feelings of
unity among employees. With the event as a
momentum, Gwangyang plant is planning to
steadily carry out a wide array of activities to
create a sound labor-management relationship
and organizational culture.

2,154

desire for social contribution.

million won

[ Employees’ volunteer hours in 2013 ]

4,665

hours

The bi-monthly labor-management workshops are a regular program in which labor union leaders from
business sites and HR managers participate to establish an efficient and productive labor-management
culture. The workshop suggests solutions to knotty issues such as grievances and complaints of
employees in offices and workers on the shop floor. In 2013, the workshop addressed issues such as
supporting the everyday lives of foreign workers and helping employees use resting facilities.

[ Amount of Donations in 2013 ]

2,376

million won

Mission

Company that Shares Happiness through Eco-Friendly Green Energy

Main Theme

The more you share hardship, the smaller it gets, the more you share love, the bigger it gets

Principle

Activity

Value Creation

Integrity

Installing ENERVAC-D (insulation material)

Elevating energy efficiency / Bettering corporate image

Publicity

Solar Project for public good / Songdo Academy and
SongAm Scholarship

Social infrastructure creation effects / Nurturing talented
people in next generation

Engagement

Angel Campaign / Sharing activities

Sharing with underprivileged people / Satisfying employees’
desire for social service

Continuity

OCI Museum of Art / Mecenat activities

Growth of art world through artist support / Increasing cultural
enjoyment opportunities for communities

Community

Social contribution activities by business sites

Promoting exchanges between business sites and
communities / Environment protection activities around
business sites
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Social Welfare

Community

Our 1004 (Angel) Campaign aims to support the marginalized such as those cared by social welfare

OCI will build a healthy and trusting relationship with communities where its business sites are located

organizations, undernourished children and elderly people living alone. The supporting funds come from

and actively seek to communicate with them. We strive to look for where support is needed and find

contributions deducted from employees’ salaries and corporate subsidies. OCI employees formed the

efficient ways while communicating with our neighbors.

Angel Voluntary Service Group for the welfare of marginalized people living with social prejudice in harsh
environments and are carrying out social service activities. In 2013, employees raised funds of 189 million

Social Contribution Activities by Business Site

won. The money is being spent on the group’s social contribution activities.

Volunteers at OCI’s business sites are implementing social contribution activities while taking into
Offering free meals at Gunsan Senior Center
(year-round)

Installing Bidets at Homes of Patients Suffering from Severe Disabilities due to Brain Lesions

consideration the diverse needs of communities where its business sites are located such as Gunsan,
Pohang, Gwangyang, Incheon and Iksan. With continued interest in challenges facing communities, we
are planning to promote social contribution to succor the economically and psychologically marginalized

OCI carried out the second bidet project for 100 households with patients
suffering from severe disabilities due to brain lesions until July 2013. The
customized bidets helped improve the hygiene of the physically-challenged
patients and their assistants and their relationships with people. The additional
installation of electric facilities and safety bars prevented accidents and maximized
the effects of the use of the bidets. The second bidet installation project in 2013
sent employees to the homes of the physically challenged not only from the HQ
but also from regional business sites such as Incheon, Jeonju and Pohang Plants.
They conducted the electric work and bidet installation on their own, increasing
the satisfaction of the beneficiaries.

through active volunteerism, cooperation with outside groups and support

Incheon Business Department
Clean-up activities in Mt. Mani in Ganghwa Island (January)
Sharing coal briquettes with poor people (February)
Delivering stationery to Bokheung Multicultural
House in Iksan (May)

Clean-up activities on trail in Mt. Mireuk (March)
Blood donation (August)

Assistants for Visually-Impaired People’s Marathon

Gunsan Plant
Offering free meals at Gunsan Senior Center (year-round)
Making bread at Happiness Production Center of
Red Cross (June)

the Korea National Red Cross and pushed forward a project to install ENERVAC-D (vacuum insulation

50,000,000

●●
●●

●

Delivering stationery to Bokheung Multicultural
House (May)

Wallpapering Azalea Senior Citizens
Center (April)
Jamyeong Stream clean-up
(October)

●

Gwangyang Plant
Jeonju Plant
Sponsoring Seondeok Nursery (February / May)

Repairing houses of the poor
(November)
Sharing winter kimchi with people
with severe disability(December)

won

Culture and Art
[ Subjects of Evergreen House ]

material) for them. Using the state-of-the-art eco-friendly material saved them heating costs and helped
them winter warmly. In addition, our employees and relevant agencies spread the culture of sharing for

Pohang Plant

Iksan VIP Plant
Sponsoring Jeonju Seondeok Nursery
(February / May)

[ Expense for Evergreen House ]

OCI signed a social contribution agreement to improve living environment of marginalized groups with

Supporting Little House of Jesus
(year-round)
Sponsoring Little House of Love
(year-round)

●
●

The Angel Voluntary Service Group participated in the ‘2013 Farming Village
Love Marathon ‘ as a volunteer together with members of the Visually Impaired
Marathon Korea (VMK). Volunteers tied their arms with those of the visually
impaired one on one and played the role of a guide runner in the race. They
became visual guides for them who have difficulty running outdoors. This
marathon assistance program began in the fall of 2009 and is popular among
employees as one of OCI’s representative social contribution activities.

Evergreen House

R&D Center

Iksan Plant

Household

OCI Museum of Art (SongAm Cultural Foundation)
Person

The OCI Museum of Art is concentrating on in-depth special exhibitions and artist support programs to

communities through joint outreach programs. We will steadily expand the project to encourage the

Senior citizens living
alone

12

12

marginalized by providing a hygienic and comfortable living environment for them.

Single parent family

5

16

Family with disabled
member

2

6

Low-income family

3

6

lay the foundation for the growth of the Korean contemporary art world. One good example is the ‘OCI
Young Creatives’ to support promising young artists. In order to support the creating activities of artists
in Hakik-dong, Incheon, we are running the OCI Museum Art Creativity Studio. Works of promising
young artists of the museum and artist in the studio have road shows every second year.
Selecting OCI Young Creatives
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Solar Project
Our social contribution activities are being carried out through our main
business areas, the installation of solar power generation facilities. This
will be used to support the hopes and dreams of young students in remote
areas, raise awareness of green energy and environmental conservation.
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Solar School Project
OCI has been engaging in social contributions to install solar power generators at a total of 300 primary
schools free of charge in collaboration with local education offices. We will be investing a total of 10.5
billion won from 2011 to 2016 for environmental conservation and human resources development.
These social contribution activities, named the ‘Solar School Project’, include installing 5kW-class solar
power generators at 60 elementary schools on islands and other remote regions each year. Harnessing
successful cases in at home, we installed solar power generators at two remote places in Nepal in
2013.

Nepal Solar Project

2011~2012

The mountainous areas of Nepal are home to 10% of the Nepalese population. People in these areas
are unable to enjoy the benefits of civilization due to a lack of technology. OCI’s solar power generation

Installed at 34 schools in South Gyeongsang Province and 30 schools in South Jeolla Province

2013

and members of the EWB-KAIST (KAIST Volunteer Group), a non-profit group with the goal of diffusing

Installed at six schools in North Chungcheong Province
Installed at a total of 160 schools (as of 2013)

equipment will preserve the natural environment and improve living conditions of locals giving children
in the area dreams and hopes for the future. Volunteers consisting of our employees, KAIST professors

Installed at 30 schools in Gangwon-do, Incheon and North Jeolla Province

2014~2016

Installed at 11 schools in North Chungcheong Province (as of April 2014)
To install at schools in South Chungcheong, Gyeonggi, North Gyeongsang and Jeju Provinces

appropriate technology and providing support to underdeveloped countries that require the benefits
of technology installed photovoltaic systems. These systems have been provided in some of the
mountain villages in Annapurna such as Paudwar and Nangi which are 2,300 meters above sea level.

Paudwar Village at 6:00 pm on
February 11

This technology was donated to the towns. The volunteers also improved the quality of lives for locals
by building the pumping facilities of the local water supply, developing and installing meteorological
observation devices for aviation safety, installing smokeless wood stoves and teaching them how to
make and install such wood stoves.

Ghara at 3:00 pm on February 11
Nangi at 7 pm on February 8

Volunteers for the Nepal Solar Project created an opportunity to interact directly with local students
through a study program on solar-powered cars as well as the donation and use of educational materials.
This is all in addition to the installation of the photovoltaic systems. The program served as a chance

Beni at 3:00 pm on February 8

for employees of various departments within OCI not only to take pride in themselves and use their
skills in a worthwhile project but also to experience and fully understand the solar power business. OCI
is striving to actively implement the Nepal Solar Project such as buying reliable products, developing

Pokhara at 4:00 pm on Feb. 7

a systematic purchase process for the diversification of suppliers and adjusting project periods for the
active participation of volunteers.
Main Activities of Nepal Solar Project
1. Purchase and donation of 2.2kw solar system (two schools, 1.1kw per school)
2. LED bulbs, educational materials and pharmaceutical products
3. KAIST’s support for technology development and financial support for on-site application projects
Built facilities for a paper plant (Nangi)
Built buildings with floor heating systems for drying agricultural products (Nangi)
Installed weather observation devices for aviation safety (Mohare Danda)
Held a science teacher education program at Nangi General School
4. Cooperation to install local photovoltaic systems

Kathmandu 3:00 pm on Feb. 7
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Financial Performance Data
Summarized Financial Statements
2011

2012

2013

Unit

I. Current Assets

1,985,702

1,977,428

1,844,869

million won

II. Non-current assets

5,219,311

5,305,622

5,457,422

million won

7,205,013

7,283,050

7,302,291

million won

Account

Total Assets
I. Current Liabilities

1,452,469

948,823

1,580,117

million won

II. Non-current Liabilities

2,032,406

2,742,593

2,448,872

million won

3,484,875

3,691,416

4,028,989

million won

3,334,649

3,173,720

2,832,495

million won

385,490

417,913

440,806

million won

3,720,139

3,591,633

3,273,301

million won

2011

2012

2013

Unit

I. Sales

4,275,871

3,218,460

2,955,507

million won

II. Cost of Goods Sold

2,797,635

2,701,214

2,704,710

million won

III. Gross Margin

1,478,236

517,246

250,797

million won

IV. Operating Income

1,117,916

154,783

-106,200

million won

V. Income(loss) before Income Tax Expense

1,043,322

18,839

-183,043

million won

864,738

12,709

-287,777

million won

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Total Liabilities
I. Equity Attributable to Owners of Parent
II. Non-controlling interest
Total shareholders’ Equity
※ K-IFRS consolidated basis

Income Statement
Account

VI. Net Income(loss)
※ K-IFRS consolidated basis

Distribution of Management Performance
Account

32,588

-2,866

-13,741

won

Total Dividends

105,964

95,980

106,927

million won

59 Financial Performance Data

Salary

359,438

318,128

305,863

million won

60 Environmental Performance Data

Income tax expense

178,584

6,129

104,735

million won

65 Safety and Health Performance Data

※ K-IFRS consolidated basis

Earnings per share (EPS)

67 Social Performance Data
68 Major Awards and Membership
69 GRI Guideline index & ISO 26000
73 Greenhouse Gas Assurance Statement
74 Third-party Assurance Statement
76 Glossary

60

Corporate Innovation Performance
Division
Ratio of R&D expenses to sales
6 SIGMA Management Performance
Cost reduction Performance
Government subsidies received
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Energy Use
2011

2012

2013

Unit

0.56

1.19

1.38

%

11,298

10,956

25,894

million won

145,545

124,608

66,939

million won

48

6,975

10,390

million won

Direct

2012

2013

Unit

Petroleum

858

781

370

TJ

Gas

242

277

647

TJ

Others

7,359

8,233

8,323

TJ

Subtotal

8,459

9,291

9,340

TJ

Steam

6,488

5,017

4,912

TJ

Electricity

27,046

27,376

26,268

TJ

Subtotal

33,534

32,393

31,180

TJ

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gunsan

286,321

261,069

274,255

Ton

Pohang

25,277

4,652

3,066

Ton

Indirect

Environmental Performance Data

2011

Division

Use of Hazardous Chemicals
Business site

Gwangyang

Investment in Environment

Iksan

Business site

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gunsan, Pohang, Gwangyang, Iksan, Iksan VIP

8,606

12,984

8,043

million won

4,227

3,374

3,982

Ton

17,978

19,838

17,657

Ton

2013

Unit

Waste

Business site
Gunsan, Pohang, Gwangyang, Iksan, Iksan VIP, Jeonju

2011
1,376,464

2012
1,366,036

2013
1,301,191

Unit
Ton

Gunsan
Pohang
Gwangyang

Water Use by Business sites

Iksan

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gunsan

7,943,400

8,103,100

7,340,400

Ton

Pohang

1,884,757

1,989,160

1,953,131

Ton

Gwangyang

1,157,115

1,118,416

1,103,820

Ton

724,662

722,065

724,662

Ton

Business site

Iksan
Iksan VIP
R&D Center
Jeonju

2011

Discharge

Raw Material Use

4,029

5,885

5,908

Ton

21,892

22,313

15,752

Ton

-

32,125

34,986

Ton

Iksan VIP

General
Designated
General
Designated
General
Designated
General
Designated
General
Designated

83,504
3,537
855
548
37

2012
47,989
4,275
2,035
727
778
101
359
51
99
-

40,397
2,894
703
441
75

Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton
Ton

62

Wastewater

63

Greenhouse Gas Emissions
2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gunsan

1,778,459

1,625,193

1,543,933

㎥

Pohang

304,055

298,434

337,784

㎥

Gwangyang

261,636

241,739

281,452

㎥

Iksan

109,537

111,873

100,966

㎥

12,775

12,940

5,328

㎥

-

182

111

㎥

Discharge

R&D Center
Jeonju

Business site
Gunsan
Gunsan 2
Pohang
Gwangyang

Concentration of Discharged Water Pollutants
Division

BOD

Business site

SS

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gwangyang

10

10

10

mg/L

Iksan

37

62

56

mg/L

R&D Center

COD

Iksan

1

3

0.3

Iksan VIP

2011

Division

2012

2013

Unit

Scope 1

49,716

28,150

25,482

tonCO2eq

Scope 2

1,818,078

1,618,851

1,560,947

tonCO2eq

Scope 1

-

-

387

tonCO2eq

Scope 2

-

-

6,868

tonCO2eq

Scope 1

494,249

564,240

575,401

tonCO2eq

Scope 2

5,253

9,692

8,532

tonCO2eq

Scope 1

286,673

272,137

266,253

tonCO2eq

Scope 2

8,725

9,768

11,023

tonCO2eq

Scope 1

59,929

60,451

52,346

tonCO2eq

Scope 2

49,447

53,932

46,041

tonCO2eq

Scope 1

4

-

62

tonCO2eq

Scope 2

907

1,959

2,820

tonCO2eq

Scope 1

788

799

747

tonCO2eq

mg/L

Scope 2

1,558

1,487

1,421

tonCO2eq

Scope 1

600

590

567

tonCO2eq

HQ

Gunsan (KT)

165

186

160

mg/L

Gunsan (RE)

21

16

14

mg/L

Scope 2

1,641

1,641

1,542

tonCO2eq

Scope 1

152

126

117

tonCO2eq

R&D Center

Gunsan (KP)

33

Closure

Closure

mg/L

Pohang

29

24

20

mg/L

Scope 2

125

138

128

tonCO2eq

Scope 1

-

54

72

tonCO2eq

-

7,866

10,300

tonCO2eq

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gwangyang

35

35

32

mg/L

Iksan

86

45

90

mg/L

R&D Center

5

12

0.8

mg/L

Gunsan (KT)

13

11

35

mg/L

Training Center
Jeonju

Scope 2

Gunsan (RE)

8

9

8

mg/L

Gunsan (KP)

13

Closure

Closure

mg/L

Pohang

21

18

27

mg/L

Gwangyang

30

30

30

mg/L

Gunsan (KT)

53

56

55

ppm

Iksan

18

15

13

mg/L

Gunsan (BAS)

39

44

34

ppm

2

2

2

mg/L

R&D Center

Concentration of discharged air pollutants
Division

NOx

SOx

Business site

Pohang

105

38

63

ppm

Gwangyang

190

190

200

ppm

Pohang

31

28

49

ppm

Gwangyang

90

92

71

ppm

Gunsan (KT)

8

8

11

mg/㎥

3

6

4

mg/㎥

Pohang

17

7

7

mg/㎥

Gwangyang

Gunsan (BAS)
Dust

20

18

5

mg/㎥

Iksan

6

5

5

mg/㎥

Iksan VIP

6

13

14

mg/㎥

- In 2013, Iksan Business site was under no obligation to report the density of NOx and SOx emissions. Therefore, the 2013 report does not have such data.

64

65

Safety and Health Performance Data
Recycled Packaging
Gunsan
Pohang
Gwangyang
Iksan

Iksan VIP

Emergency Drill
2011

2012

2013

Unit

Drum

8

7

6

%

PVC bag

-

2

2

%

Gunsan

Baffle Bag

-

5

9

%

PVC bag (C/B)

10

13

12

Pohang

%

PVC bag (TAR)

48

-

-

%

Bulk bag

73

79

20

%

Can

27

23

-

%

FS ton bag

-

100

100

%

Pallet

-

31

21

%

Box

-

1

1

%

Business site

Reduction in Energy Use (Compared to Previous Year)
2013

2011

2012

Gunsan

2.3

0.3

%

Pohang

12.9

10.0

%

Gwangyang

2.5

2.1

Iksan

2.2

0.9

Business site

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gunsan

84.4

60.6

77.4

%

Pohang

10.9

16.5

13.9

%

Gwangyang

13.8

16.6

15.7

%

Iksan

75.6

74.4

71.8

%

11

2

-

%

Business site

2.0

Unit

%
%

Waste Recycling Rate

Iksan VIP

Business site

Division

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gunsan Fire Dept.

2

2

1

Time

Internally

-

108

312

Time

Drill with Pohang South Fire Dept.

20

21

114

Time

Gwangyang

Drill with Gwangyang Fire Dept.

15

80

83

Time

Iksan

Internally

16

17

49

Time

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gunsan

46

48

48

Hour

Pohang

44

44

44

Hour

Gwangyang

48

48

48

Hour

Iksan

30

24

26

Hour

Iksan VIP

24

24

24

Hour

R&D Center

12

16

16

Hour

-

24

40

Hour

Safety and Health Education Hours by Business sites
Business site

Jeonju

66

67

Social Performance Data
Support for Employees’ Health Check-ups

Employees
2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gunsan

-

1,953

1,908

Person

Pohang

-

146

308

Person

Gwangyang

-

282

245

Person

Iksan

-

145

141

Person

Iksan VIP

-

44

44

Person

Business site

Jeonju
Total

-

75

61

Person

2,084

2,645

2,707

Person

Division
By employment type

Minority

Full-time

2011

2012

2013

Unit

2,865

2,826

2,722

Person

47

45

43

Person

Woman

163

151

159

Person

Disabled

31

34

32

Person

Patriots and war veterans

82

95

65

Person

Contract-based

729

564

429

Person

1,829

1,897

1,911

Person

354

410

425

Person

70

75

55

Person

101

120

126

Person

29 years old or younger
By age

30 to 50 years old
50 years old or older
Executives
Team Manager

Counseling of Those Diagnosed with Specific Medical Conditions

Manager

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Gunsan

-

533

380

Person

Pohang

-

63

62

Person

Gwangyang

-

63

59

Person

Iksan

-

32

33

Person

Iksan VIP

-

2

5

R&D Center

-

96

Jeonju

-

4

486

793

Business site

Total

By rank

Associate

Assistant manager 293

249

265

Person

Junior assistant manager 177

325

278

Person

293

95

91

Person

83

65

69

Person

1,949

1,942

1,881

Person

Researcher
Assistant
Technical worker

343

135

129

Person

Person

Rate of employees’ returning after the deliveries of
their babies

70

100

100

%

96

Person

Turnover rate

5.6

4.0

6.4

%

14

Person

649

99.4

99.5

99.1

%

Person

Unionization Rate
(excluding white-collar workers)

New employee

* Based on the data as of December 31, 2013

Purchases from Partners

Occupational Injury Rate and Rate of Lost Working Days
Division
Injured employees
Occupational injury rate
Occupational injuries per one million working hours
Total working hours
Lost working days
Rate of lost working days
* Not including data of affiliated companies

2011

2012

2013

Unit

6

1

3

Person

0.21

0.04

0.13

%

0.90

0.17

0.35

6,682,444

5,992,032

5,651,440

Hour

15,434

109

21

Day

0.23

0.02

0.004

%

2011

2012

2013

Unit

2,533,369

1,589,947

1,229,087

million won

2011

2012

2013

Unit

33

34

24

Hour

95.2

97.4

97.9

%

Division

2011

2012

2013

Unit

Amount of donations

8,439

2,578

2,376

million won

Total hours of annual employee volunteer work

5,200

5,654

4,665

Hour

Division
Purchases from partners

Human Resources Development
Division
Education hours (per person)
Percentage of evaluation of performances and career
development

Social Contribution Highlights

68

Major Awards and Membership

GRI Guideline index & ISO 26000

Sustainability Awards
Business site / Department

Corporate Planning Team at HQ

69

Common Index
Awards

Managed by

1. Strategy and Analysis

ISO 26000

Level of
reporting

Page

●

2~3

●

2~3

1.1

Statement from the most senior decision-maker of the organization.

2013 Sustainability Management Grand Prize in labor- Ministry of Employment and Labor
management cooperation

1.2

Description of key impacts, risks and opportunities.

2013 Most Trusted Korean Entrepreneur Prize

2.1

Name of the organization.

●

6

2.2

Primary brands, products and/or services.

●

18-20

2.3

Operational structure of the organization, including main divisions, operating companies, subsidiaries and joint ventures.

●

6-7

2.4

Location of organization's headquarters.

●

6-7
6-7

Korea CEO Association

Organizational Governance

2. Organizational Profile

2013 Dow Jones Sustainability Index

Dow Jones, Korea Productivity Center

Accounting Team at HQ

Prize on 47th Taxpayers Day

Ministry of Strategy and Finance, National Tax Service

Management Support Team at Iksan Plant

Citation for Job Excellence

Iksan Chamber of Commerce & Industry

2.5

Number of countries where the organization operates and names of countries with either major operations or that are specifically relevant to the
sustainability issues covered in the report.

●

Quality Management Team at Pohang Plant

Citation for model employees

Pohang Chamber of Commerce & Industry

2.6

Nature of ownership and legal form.

●

6-7

SH&E Team at Pohang Plant

Citation for Safety Management

Pohang City

2.7

Markets served (including geographic breakdown, sectors served and types of customers/beneficiaries).

●

18-20, 24

Management Support Team at Jeonju Plant

Prize on 50th Firefighting Day

Deokjin Fire Dept. in Jeonju

2.8

Scale of the reporting organization.

●

6-7

2.9

Significant changes during the reporting period regarding size, structure, or ownership.

●

6-7, 24

Production Team at Jeonju Plant

Achieve zero accident prize

Ministry of Employment and Labor

2.10

Awards received in the reporting period.

●

68

Citation for volunteer firefighters

Gwangyang Fire Dept.

3. Report Parameters

Safety Manager Volunteer Firefighting Prize

National Emergency Management Agency, Fire Safety
Association

SH&E Team at Gwangyang Plant
Labor Union at Gunsan Plant
RE CVD 2 Team at Gunsan plant

Report Profile
3.1

Reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) for information provided.

●

About this Report

3.2

Date of most recent previous report (if any).

●

About this Report

3.3

Reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.)

●

About this Report
About this Report

Industrial Prize from Gunsan Citizens’ Plaza

Gunsan City

Gold medal at 2013 National Quality Contest

Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy, Korea Standards
Association

3.4

Contact point for questions regarding the report or its contents.

●

3.5

Process for defining report content.

●

Excellence Prize at 2013 North Jeolla Province Quality Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy, Korea Standards
Contest
Association

13

3.6

Boundary of the report (e.g., countries, divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint ventures, suppliers). See GRI Boundary Protocol for further guidance.

●

About this Report

3.7

State any specific limitations on the scope or boundary of the report (see completeness principle for explanation of scope).

●

About this Report

3.8

Basis for reporting on joint ventures, subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced operations and other entities that can significantly affect comparability
from period to period and/or between organizations.

●

About this Report

Excellence Prize at 2013 North Jeolla Province Quality Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy, Korea Standards
Contest
Association

3.9

Data measurement techniques and the bases of calculations, including assumptions and techniques underlying estimations applied to the compilation
of the Indicators and other information in the report. Explain any decisions not to apply, or to substantially diverge from, the GRI Indicator Protocols.

●

About this Report

Encouraging Prize at 2013 North Jeolla Province
Quality Contest

3.10

Explanation of the effect of any re-statements of information provided in earlier reports and the reasons for such re-statement (e.g.,mergers/
acquisitions, change of base years/periods, nature of business, measurement methods).

●

About this Report

3.11

Significant changes from previous reporting periods in the scope, boundary, or measurement methods applied in the report.

●

About this Report

3.12

Table identifying the location of the Standard Disclosures in the report.

●

60-72

3.13

Policy and current practice with regard to seeking external assurance for the report.

●

74-75

Silver Prize at 2013 National Quality Contest
Fine Chemical 2 Team at Gunsan Plant

Organizational Governance

Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy, Korea Standards
Association

Ministry of Trade, Industry & Energy, Korea Standards
Association

4. Governance, Commitments and Engagement

Membership
Council of Economic Organizations

Corporate Governance

Korea Feed Ingredients Association

Korea Electric Engineers Association

4.1

Governance structure of the organization, including committees under the highest governance body responsible for specific tasks, such as setting
strategy or organizational oversight.

●

10

4.2

Indicate whether the Chair of the highest governance body is also an executive officer.

●

10

◐

10

Seoul Chamber of Commerce & Industry

Korea Mecenat Association

Korea CEO Academy

4.3

For organizations that have a unitary board structure, state the number and gender of members of the highest governance body that are independent
and/or non-executive members.

Federation of Korean Industries

Korea International Trade Association

Korea Specialty Chemical Industry Association

4.4

Mechanisms for shareholders and employees to provide recommendations or direction to the highest governance body.

●

10

Korea Association for Chief Financial Officers

Korea Listed Companies Association

Korean Vacuum Society

4.5

Linkage between compensation for members of the highest governance body, senior managers and executives (including departure arrangements)
and the organization's performance (including social and environmental performance).

●

10

Korea IR Services

Korea Productivity Center

Korea Chlor Alkali Industry Association

4.6

Processes in place for the highest governance body to ensure conflicts of interest are avoided.

●

10

Korea Photovoltaic Society

4.7

Process for determining the composition, qualifications and expertise of the members of the highest governance body and its committees, including
any consideration of gender and other indicators of diversity.

●

10

Internally developed statements of mission or values, codes of conduct and principles relevant to economic, environmental and social performance
and the status of their implementation.

●

8-9

●

10

Korea Employers Federation

Korea Petrochemical Industry Association

Rubber Society of Korea

Korea Fire Safety Association

Korea Photovoltaic Industry Association

4.8

Korean Society of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry

Korea Importers Association

Korean Institute of Chemical Engineers

4.9

Korea Chemicals Management Association

4.10

Procedures of the highest governance body for overseeing the organization's identification and management of economic, environmental and social
performance, including relevant risks and opportunities and adherence or compliance with internationally agreed standards, codes of conduct and
principles.
Processes for evaluating the highest governance body's own performance, particularly with respect to economic, environmental and social
performance.

●

10

4.11

Explanation of whether and how the precautionary approach or principle is addressed by the organization.

●

23

4.12

Externally developed economic, environmental and social charters, principles, or other initiatives to which the organization subscribes or endorses.

●

68

4.13

Memberships in associations (such as industry associations) and/or national/international advocacy organizations in which the organization: * Has
positions in governance bodies; * Participates in projects or committees; * Provides substantive funding beyond routine membership dues; or *
Views membership as strategic.

●

68

4.14

List of stakeholder groups engaged by the organization.

●

12-13

4.15

Basis for identification and selection of stakeholders with whom to engage.

●

12-13

4.16

Approaches to stakeholder engagement, including frequency of engagement by type and by stakeholder group.

●

12-13

4.17

Key topics and concerns that have been raised through stakeholder engagement and how the organization has responded to those key topics and
concerns, including through its reporting.

●

13

70

Disclosure on Management Approach in Economic Category

●
ISO 26000

Level of
reporting

16

●

EC2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities for the organization's activities due to
Climate change mitigation and adaption
climate change.

●

35

EC3

Coverage of the organization's defined benefit plan obligations.

●

51

EC4

Significant financial assistance received from government.

◐

60

EC5

Range of ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local minimum wage at
Conditions of work and social protection / Community involvement and development
significant locations of operation.

○

EC6

Policy, practices and proportion of spending on locally-based suppliers at significant locations Promoting social responsibility in the value chain / Community involvement and
development / Employment creationand skills development / Wealth and income creation
of operation.

●

47

EC7

Procedures for local hiring and proportion of senior management hired from the local Community involvement and development / Employmentcreation and skills developmen
t/ Wealth and income creation
community at significant locations of operation.

◐

48-49

●

53-57

EC8

Development and impact of infrastructure investments and services provided primarily for Economic, social and cultural rights / Community involvement and development / Community
involvement / Educationand culture / Employment creation and skills development/
public benefit through commercial, in-kind, or pro bono engagement.
Technology development and access / Wealth and incomecreation / Social investment
Economic, social and cultural rights / Promoting socialresponsibilityinthevaluechain /
Understanding and describing significant indirect economic impacts, including the extent of Respectforpropertyrights / Access to essential services / Community involvement and
development / Employment creation and skills development / Technology development
impacts.
and access / Wealth and income creation / Social investment

Disclosure on Management Approach in Labor Practice and Decent Work

Page

Direct economic value generated and distributed, including revenues, operating costs,
Community involvement and development / Community involvement / Wealth and
employee compensation, donations and other community investments, retained earnings and
income creation / Social investment
payments to capital providers and governments.

EC1

71

59

ISO 26000
LA1
LA2
LA3
LA4
LA5
LA6
LA7
LA8.

Total workforce by employment type, employment contract and region, broken down by
Labor practices / Employment and employment relationships
gender.
Total number and rate of new employee hires and employee turnover by age group, gender
and region.
Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time Labor practices / Employment and employment relationships/ Conditions of work and
employees, by major operations.
social protection
Labor practices / Employment and employment relationships/ Conditions of work and
Percentage of employees covered by collective bargaining agreements.
social protection / Social dialogue / Fundamental principles and rights at work
Minimum notice period(s) regarding significant operational changes, including whether it is Labor practices / Employment and employment relationships/ Conditions of work and
specified in collective agreements.
social protection / Social dialogue
Percentage of total workforce represented in formal joint management-worker health and
Labor practices / Health and safety at work
safety committees that help monitor and advise on occupational health and safety programs.
Rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days and absenteeism and number of work-related
Labor practices / Health and safety at work
fatalities by region and by gender.
Education, training, counseling, prevention and risk-control programs in place to assist Labor practices / Health and safety at work / Communityinvolvement and development /
workforce members, their families, or community members regarding serious diseases.
Community involvement / Education and culture / Health

●

33

EN2.

Percentage of materials used that are recycled input materials.

●

37

EN3.

Direct energy consumption by primary energy source.

●

61

EN4.

Indirect energy consumption by primary source.

●

61

EN5.

Energy saved due to conservation and efficiency improvements.

●

33

EN6.

Initiatives to provide energy-efficient or renewable energy based products and services and The environment / Sustainable resources use
reductions in energy requirements as a result of these initiatives.

●

33

EN7.

Initiatives to reduce indirect energy consumption and reductions achieved.

●

33

EN8.

Total water withdrawal by source.

◐

33

EN9.

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water.

○

EN10.

Percentage and total volume of water recycled and reused.

◐

EN11.

Location and size of land owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas and
areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas.

N/A

EN12.

Description of significant impacts of activities, products and services on biodiversity in
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas.

N/A

EN13.

Habitats protected or restored.

EN14.

Strategies, current actions and future plans for managing impacts on biodiversity.

●

EN15.

Number of IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas
affected by operations, by level of extinction risk.

N/A

EN16.

Total direct and indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight.

●

35

HR8.

EN17.

Other relevant indirect greenhouse gas emissions by weight.

●

35

HR9.

EN18.

Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and reductions achieved.

●

35

EN19.

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances by weight.

●

37

EN20.

NOx, SOx and other significant air emissions by type and weight.

●

63

EN21.

Total water discharge by quality and destination.

●

62

EN22.

Total weight of waste by type and disposal method.

●

37, 61

EN23.

Total number and volume of significant spills.

N/A

SO1.

EN24.

Weight of transported, imported, exported, or treated waste deemed hazardous under the
terms of the Basel Convention Annex I, II, III and VIII and percentage of transported waste
shipped internationally.

Economic, social and cultural rights / Community involvement and development /
Percentage of operations with implemented local community engagement, impact
Employment creation and skills development / Wealth and income creation / Respect for
assessments and development programs.
property rights

N/A

SO2.

Percentage and total number of business units analyzed for risks related to corruption.

SO3.

Percentage of employees trained in organization's anti-corruption policies and procedures.

EN25.

Identity, size, protected status and biodiversity value of water bodies and related habitats Theenvironment / Protection of the environment and biodiversity and restoration of
natural habitats
significantly affected by the reporting organization's discharges of water and runoff.

○

SO4.

Actions taken in response to incidents of corruption.

SO5.

Public policy positions and participation in public policy development and lobbying.

EN26.

Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts of products and services and extent of impact The environment / Sustainable resource use / Promoting social responsibility in the
value chain / Sustainable consumption
mitigation.

●

18-20

SO6.

EN27.

Percentage of products sold and their packaging materials that are reclaimed by category.

●

64

SO7.

EN28.

Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for nonThe environment
compliance with environmental laws and regulations.

●

30

EN29.

Significant environmental impacts of transporting products and other goods and materials
The environment / Sustainable resource use / Promotingsocial responsibility in the value chain
used for the organization's operations and transporting members of the workforce.

●

34

SO9.

Operations with significant potential or actual negative impacts on local communities.

EN30.

Total environmental protection expenditures and investments by type.

●

34

SO10.

Prevention and mitigation measures implemented in operations with significant potential or
actual negative impacts on local communities.

The environment / Climate change mitigation and action

The environment / Prevention of pollution

The environment / Sustainable resources use / Sustainable consumption

The environment

HR6.

N/A
31

HR7.

HR10.
HR11.

Operations and significant suppliers identified in which the right to exercise freedom of
association and collective bargaining may be violated or at significant risk and actions taken to
support these rights.
Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of child
labor and measures taken to contribute to the effective abolition of child labor.
Operations and significant suppliers identified as having significant risk for incidents of forced
or compulsory labor and measures to contribute to the elimination of all forms of forced or
compulsory labor.
Percentage of security personnel trained in the organization's policies or procedures
concerning aspects of human rights that are relevant to operations.

●

38, 66

50

○
●

67
42

◐

47

◐

47

Human rights / Avoidance of complicity

◐

11

Human rights / Resolving grievances / Discrimination and vulnerable groups / Fundamental
principles and rights atwork / Employment and employment / Relationships

○

Human rights / Resolving grievances / Discrimination and vulnerable groups / Fundamental
principles and rights atwork/Employmentandemployment/Relationships/Socialdialogue

◐

52

Human rights / Due diligence / Human rights risk situations/ Avoidance of complicity /
Discrimination and vulnerablegroups / Fundamental principles and rights at work

◐

52

Human rights / Avoidance of complicity / Employment and employment relationships /
Promoting social responsibilityin the value chain

◐

52

Human rights / Due diligence / Avoidance of complicity / Promoting social responsibility in
the value chain
Human rights / Due diligence / Avoidance of complicity / Employment and employment
relationships / Promotingsocial responsibility in the value chain

Human rights / Due diligence / Resolving grievances / Discrimination and vulnerable groups
/ Fundamental principles and rights at work / Employment and employment relationships
Human rights / Resolving grievances / Discrimination and vulnerable groups / Civil and
Total number of incidents of violations involving rights of indigenous people and actions taken.
political rights / Respect for property rights
Percentage and total number of operations that have been subject to human rights reviews
Due diligence / Human rights risk situations
and/or impact assessments.
Number of grievances related to human rights filed, addressed and resolved through formal
Resolving grievances
grievance mechanisms.

Disclosure on Management Approach in Society Category

SO8.

38-39

●

Disclosure on Management Approach in Human Rights Category

HR5.
The environment / Protection of the environment andbiodiversity and restoration of
natural habitats

Discrimination and vulnerable groups / Fundamental principles and rights at work / Labor
practices / Employmentand employment relationships
Discrimination and vulnerable groups / Fundamental principles and rights at work / Labor
Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to men by employee category, by significant
practices / Employment and employment relationships / Conditions of work andsocial
locations of operation.
dialogue
No discrimination against vulnerable groups / Ensuring economic, social and cultural rights
Return to work and retention rates after parental leave, by gender.
of company and community members

Total number of incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken.

◐

48, 67

Materials used by weight or volume.

HR4.

52

●

EN1.

HR3.

●

50

28

33

52, 67

●

●

HR2.

●

Labor practices / Human development and training in the workplace

Disclosure on Management Approach in Environmental Category

Percentage and total number of significant investment agreements and contracts that include
clauses incorporating human rights concerns, or that have undergone human rights screening.
Percentage of significant suppliers, contractors and other business partners that have
undergone human rights screening and actions taken.
Total hours of employee training on policies and procedures concerning aspects of human
rights that are relevant to operations, including the percentage of employees trained.

50-51

51

18-20

HR1.

●

●

Labor practices / Human development and training in the workplace

Programs for skills management and lifelong learning that support the continued employability
of employees and assist them in managing career endings.
Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews, by
gender.
Composition of governance bodies and breakdown of employees per employee category
according to gender, age group, minority group membership and other indicators of diversity.

LA15.

48,67

Labor practices / Human development and training in the workplace / Employment
creation and skills development

Average hours of training per year per employee by gender and by employee category.

LA14.

67

●

39

LA10.

LA13.

●

38-39

Labor practices / Health and safety at work

LA12.

Page

●
●

Health and safety topics covered in formal agreements with trade unions.

●

EC9

42

●

LA9.

LA11.

●
Level of
reporting

Fair operating practices / Anti-corruption

Fair operating practices / Responsible political involvement / Community involvement

Total value of financial and in-kind contributions to political parties, politicians and related
institutions by country.
Total number of legal actions for anti-competitive behavior, anti-trust and monopoly practices
Fair operating practices / Fair competition / Respect forproperty rights
and their outcomes.
Monetary value of significant fines and total number of non-monetary sanctions for nonFair operating practices / Respect for property rights / Wealth and income creation
compliance with laws and regulations.
Community involvement and development

○
○
◐

52

◐

52

●

42

●

53-57

○
●
○
○

11

○
◐

47

N/A
◐

53

◐

54-57

72

73

Greenhouse Gas Assurance Statement
Disclosure on Management Approach in Product Responsibility Category
ISO 26000
PR1.

PR2.

PR3.
PR4.
PR5.

PR6.

PR7.
PR8.
PR9.

Life cycle stages in which health and safety impacts of products and services are assessed
Economic, social and cultural rights / Promoting socialresponsibility in the value chain /
for improvement and percentage of significant products and services categories subject to
Consumer Issues / Protectingconsumers’ Safety & Health / Sustainable consumption
such procedures.
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes
concerning health and safety impacts of products and services during their life cycle, by
type of outcomes.
Consumer Issues / Protecting consumers’ Safety & Health / Sustainable consumption
Type of product and service information required by procedures and percentage of
/ Consumer service, supportand complaint and dispute resolution / Access to essential
significant products and services subject to such information requirements.
services / Education and awareness
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes
concerning product and service information and labeling, by type of outcomes.
Consumer issues / Protecting consumers’ Safety & Health / Sustainable consumption
Practices related to customer satisfaction, including results of surveys measuring customer
/ Consumer service, supportand complaint and dispute resolution / Access to essential
satisfaction.
services / Education and awareness
Consumer issues / Fair marketing, factual and unbiasedin formation and fa ir contractual
Programs for adherence to laws, standards and voluntary codes related to marketing
practices / Consumer service,support and complaint and dispute resolution /
communications, including advertising, promotion and sponsorship.
Educationand awareness
Total number of incidents of non-compliance with regulations and voluntary codes
concerning marketing communications, including advertising, promotion and sponsorship
by type of outcomes.
Total number of substantiated complaints regarding breaches of customer privacy and
Consumer issues / Consumer data protection and privacy
losses of customer data.
Monetary value of significant fines for non-compliance with laws and regulations concerning
Consumer issues / Consumer service, support and complaintand dispute resolution
the provision and use of products and services.

●

38

Level of
reporting

Page

◐

45

N/A

44

DNV Certification, Ltd. (“DNV”) was commissioned by OCI Company Ltd. (“OCI”) to verify the OCI’s Greenhouse Gas Inventory Report for the calendar
year 2013 (“the report”) based upon a reasonable level of assurance. OCI is responsible for the preparation of the GHG emissions and Energy consumption
data on the basis set out within the guidelines on the operation of greenhouse gas and energy target management scheme (Notification No. 2012-211,
Korean Ministry of Environment). Our responsibility in performing this work is to the management of OCI only and in accordance with terms of reference
agreed with them. DNV expressly disclaims any liability or responsibility for any decisions, whether investment or otherwise, based upon this assurance
statement.

●
N/A

●

Introduction

Scope of Assurance
39

The GHG emissions and energy consumption data covered by our examination comprise Direct emissions (Scope 1 emissions), Energy indirect emissions
(Scope 2 emissions) and Fuel, Electricity, Steam Energy consumption:

N/A

• GHG emissions under verification : GHG emissions & Energy Consumption
• Organizational boundary for reporting : Buildings and plants of OCI Company Ltd. in the Republic of Korea

N/A

●
N/A

44

Organizational Boundaries

Address / Remark

Verification activity

Buildings

Head office, R&D Center, Training institute

Desk Review & site verification

Plants

GUNSAN, GUNSAN 2, GWANGYANG, IKSAN, IKSAN Insulation, POHANG, JEONJU

Desk Review & site verification

Verification Approach
The verification has been conducted by DNV from 4th February through 27th March 2014 and performed in accordance with the verification principles and
tasks outlined in the guidelines on the operation of greenhouse gas and energy target management scheme (Notification No. 2012-211, Korean Ministry
of Environment). We planned and performed our work so as to obtain all the information and explanations deemed necessary to provide us with sufficient
evidence to provide a reasonable verification opinion concerning the completeness of the emission inventory as well as the reported emission figures in
ton CO2 equivalent. As part of the verification process:
• We have reviewed and verified the OCI’s Greenhouse gas and Energy report for the calendar year 2013
• We have reviewed and verified the process to generate, aggregate and report the emissions and energy data

Conclusions
As a result of the work described above, in our opinion nothing has come to our attention that would cause us to believe that the greenhouse emissions
and energy consumption set out in the OCI’s report are not fairly stated. The greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption of OCI for the year 2013
were confirmed as below;
[ Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Energy Consumption of OCI Company Ltd. from Yr. 2013 ]
Operational Boundary(Period)

Total GHG Emissions (ton -CO2equivalent)

Total Energy (Terajoule, TJ)

Year 2013

2,571,047

40,515

※ In order to report the GHG emissions as an integer, the rounded number on the statement might be different from the number on the system value

28th March 2014
Se-Hee Park
Lead Verifier

In-Kyoon Ahn
Country Manager
DNV Certification, Ltd.

This Assurance Statement is valid as of the date of the issuance (28th March 2014). Please note that this Assurance statement would be revised if any material discrepancy which may impact on the Greenhouse Gas
Emissions and Energy consumption of OCI Company Ltd. is subsequently brought to our attention. In the event of ambiguity or contradiction in this statement between English version and Korean version, Korean
shall be given precedent.
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Third-party Assurance Statement
Introduction

Conclusions

DNV Certification Ltd. (hereinafter referred to as ‘DNV GL’) has been commissioned to carry out assurance engagement on OCI Company Ltd.(hereinafter

In DNV GL’s opinion, the Report provides a reliable and fair representation of OCI’s policy, practices and performance in 2013.

referred to as ‘OCI’) Sustainability Report 2014(hereinafter referred to as ‘the Report’). This engagement focused on the information provided in the Report

Based on the work undertaken as part of this Assurance Engagement, DNV GL believes that the Report generally meets the principles, content and quality

and the underlying management and reporting processes.

requirements of GRI G3.1 and the requirement of GRI Application Level ‘B+’.

This Assurance Statement is intended for the readers of the Report. OCI is responsible for the collection, analysis, aggregation and presentation of all
information within the Report. DNV GL’s responsibility regarding this Assurance engagement is to the management of OCI only, in accordance with terms

We have evaluated the Report’s adherence to the following principles:

of reference and scope of work agreed. The assurance engagement is based on the assumption that the data and information provided to us is complete,

• Inclusivity

sufficient and true. DNV GL disclaims any liability or responsibility to a third-party for any decisions, whether investment or otherwise, based upon this

Good. OCI has engaged with a wide range of stakeholders. The stakeholder engagement is practiced throughout the organization. The Report covers

Assurance Statement.

the ways it engages with stakeholders. The documented process of stakeholder engagement is confirmed with management performance evaluation
report. 6 Stakeholder groups which are Shareholders/Customers/Government/Suppliers/Employees/Local communities are identified. Main issues with

Scope of Assurance

respective stakeholders are stated in the Report. In addition, the Report covers case studies of stakeholder inclusiveness.

The verification was carried out in April 2014. The scope of work agreed includes the following:
•

Sustainability policy, initiatives, practices and performance, as described in the Report. These were verified at company level.

•S
 afety

& Health, Social and Environmental data management systems and associated processes for collecting, analyzing, aggregating and reporting

quantitative and qualitative information provided in the Report.
• Processes
• Review

for defining the boundaries, focus and content of the Report.

of the extent to which the principles and requirements of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Guidelines for Sustainability Reporting

(GRI G3.1) are reflected in the Report.
The extent to which the principles of Materiality, Inclusivity and Responsiveness are adopted.

LIMITATIONS
The engagement excluded the sustainability management, performance and reporting practices of OCI’s suppliers, contractors and any third-parties
mentioned in the Report. DNV GL did not interview external stakeholders as part of this Assurance Engagement.

Verification Methodology
DNV GL is a leading provider of sustainability services, including verification of sustainability reports. Our environmental and social assurance specialists
work in over 100 countries. DNV GL was not involved in the preparation of any information presented in the Report and did not provide any services to
OCI during 2013-2014 that could compromise the independence or impartiality of our work. Our assurance engagement was planned and carried out in
accordance with the DNV GL Protocol for Verification of Sustainability Reporting (VeriSustainTM).
In that respect, the Report has been evaluated against the following criteria:
• Adherence

to the principles of Materiality, Completeness, Neutrality, Reliability, Responsiveness and Stakeholder inclusiveness, as set out in DNV

GL Verification Protocol for Sustainability Reporting and
• The

GRI Sustainability Reporting Guidelines G3.1 and its Application Levels.

As part of the verification DNV GL has challenged the sustainability-related statements and claims made in the Report. In reaching our conclusion, we have

• Responsiveness
Acceptable. Stakeholders’ views, interests and expectations sought from the survey are considered in the preparation of the Report and in formulation
of OCI’s sustainability management approach. The Report meets the principle of Responsiveness in general. The Report needs to provide more detailed
information with regard to how the material issues disclosed in the previous report were managed and what performance were resulted from the
sustainability management during the reporting period. In addition, providing key performance indicators for the highly material issues determined in the
Report will improve the monitoring the progress of sustainable management. OCI is recommended to establish quantitative objectives corresponding to
respective material issues and regularly monitor and measure the performance. These needs to be reported in the sustainability report of next year.

• Materiality
Good. The materiality determination process is clearly presented in the Report. Inputs from a wide range of sources are considered including the needs
and concerns of stakeholders, media analysis, peer-based norms and survey, interviews. The Report generally provides an account of performance
on the issues that are most significant to OCI’s activities and which are most relevant to its stakeholders. 10 highly material issues are business
competitiveness, development of new business, next-generation growth power, reducing environmental impact, enhancement of communication with
customers, social contribution as a solution for social issues, compensation by fair evaluation of performance, welfare system balanced between work
and life and sound labor-management relationship.

Opportunities for Improvement
The following is an excerpt from the observations and opportunities reported to OCI’s management in addition to the recommendations above. However,
the e do not affect our conclusions on the Report and are provided to encourage continual improvement.
• Establish
• Adopt

sustainability targets and periodically monitor progress against those

more structured and systematic processes for data gathering, analysis and reporting

• Progressively

extend the scope of the sustainability strategy and Report to operations overseas

undertaken the following work;
• Performed
• Examined
• Checked

sample-based reviews for determining material issues to be included in the Report;

relevant documents, data and other information requested by DNV GL and made available by OCI

that the Report fulfils the requirement of GRI Application Level.

Seoul, Korea
April 2014

In Kyoon Ahn
Country Manager
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Glossary
Term

Meaning

NaOH

When salt is electrolyzed, it produces NaOH, hydrochloric acid and subchloride. NaOH is primarily used for bleaching fiber.

Plasticizer

Plasticizers, when added, make rigid plastics more flexible and elastic and thus become more appropriate materials for molding applications. They are
also used for wall paper and flooring materials.

Hydrogen Peroxide

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), which is created through the combination of a water molecule and oxygen atom, is clear and colorless liquid and has unique
scent. If decomposed, it emits oxygen and becomes water, so it has strong oxidizing function. Owing to its strong oxidizing power, this compound
has been used in bleaching of paper, pulp and fiber and waste water treatment agent, soil recovery agent and sewer agent. Also, recently, it is used to
produce eco-friendly chemicals and medical products and also used as etchant and cleaning agent when producing semiconductors and solar cells.

Sodium Percarbonate

Existing as white powder or particle, sodium percarbonate is the representative oxygen bleach. Unlike chlorine bleach, it does not generate uncomfortable odors or discoloration nor damage fiber. As it is decomposed into oxygen, water and soda ash, it does not produce toxic or hazardous
materials and thus is widely used as eco-friendly detergents and bleaching agents. Recently, its scope of applications widened to include metal surface
cleaning agents, soil restoration agents and oxygen generating devices.

Naphtha

As a hydrocarbon mixture that is created through the distillation of petroleum, coal tar and oil shale, it is highly volatile and inflammable while generating
olefins when disintegrated.

Sapphire Ingot

Sapphire is a bluish variation of corundum. Sapphire Ingot is artificial sapphire ingot that is generated when high-purity alumina is melted at high
temperature and then grown into single-crystals. While consumed as key basic material in the LED industry, it is also used as core material in such
cutting-edge areas as the semiconductor and aerospace industries due to their outstanding physical properties concerning high light transmittance,
hardness and thermal conductivity.

Soda Ash

As a representative product in the alkali field with caustic soda, it is used as basic raw material in the chemical industry. Soda Ash is the general name of
sodium carbonate and by weight of appearance, is divided into Dense Ash and Light Ash. It exists as white power or particle. Currently, its applications
cover the glass industry, the soap and detergent industry, ore smelting and the food industry.

Alumina

Alumina or aluminium oxide is amphoteric oxide whose component is Al203. It is generated through the Bayer process out of Bauxite. It is used as the
main material for crystalline sapphire.

Calcium chloride

Existing as white crystals or mass, it prevents automobile engine cooling water from freezing and is used to melt snow in winter.

Phosphoric acid

Phosphoric acid is a transparent syrup-type liquid that has no color or smell. As non-volatile acid, it is used for film treating, wastewater treatment and as
food additives.

Ammonium Phosphate

It is colorless crystalline material created through the mixture of phosphate and ammonia. It is highly water-soluble and used as fertilizer of nitrogen and
phosphorus. Its chemical formula is (NH4)3PO4.

Light Oil

It refers to oil that is generated through the deposition of such aromatic hydrocarbon components as benzene, toluene, xylene and naphthalene from the
gas produced when cokes are dry-distilled.

Carbon Black

Carbon black is black fine carbon powder produced by incomplete combustion and pyrolysis of FCC, Oil and CBO. It is used as rubber reinforcing agent
in tires as well as coloring agent and insulator of plastic/ink.

Coal Tar

As an oily, sticky and black fluid generated through the dry distillation of coal, it is used as preservative for tin and iron and as raw material for carbolic
acid and aniline.

Polysilicon

Polysilicon is a compound that has a polycrystalline particle structure of small, high-purity Si crystals. Si accounts for 27%, or 4/1 of the earth’s crust and is
the second-largest component following oxygen. When quartzite with 95% and above purity is extracted from sand or gravel, it is treated through chemical
process to produce ultra high-purity polysilicon. This dark grey solid material is consumed as raw material for semi-conductors and solar cellwafers.

Pitch

When treating coal tar, pitch is produced as aromatics hydro carbon compound. It is black brown and solid at room temperature. It is used as carbon
anode in smelting aluminum.

Fumed Silica

Fume silica is a very light white power-type amorphous silica. Its basic particle is very small and round inshape and large in surface size and also has
unique surface characteristics. Due to high purity, it improves the strength of silicon rubber as well as the cohesion and strength of sealant, adhesion
and finishing materials. It also reinforces the bonding power of resins. Recently, it is used for semiconductor wafer flattening process, painting/coating
process and as insulator and powder materials.

Fumed silica vacuum
insulation panel

Using fumed silica as their main material, fumed silica vacuum insulation panels are used as insulation devices with thermal conductivity of 0.0035W/mK
or under through vacuum process and other special treatment processes.

BTX

This is an acronym made of the initials of such aromatic chemicals as benzene (B), toluene (T) and xylene (X). While the BTX industry started as a
byproduct industry(tar-based BTX) that aimed to effectively use tar that is produced through the dry distillation of coal, the petroleum-based BTX business
grew dramatically with the rapid development of the petro-chemical industry and the quickly growing demand for BTX. Today, the BTX industry is no
longer a mere by-product industry but rather constitutes a major segment of the chemical industry.

Chiller

This commonly refers to cooling devices used at the plant.

Demi water (DMW)

As an abbreviation for demineralized water, it means “purity” in Korean and refers to water that does not contain any impurities.

MPC

MPC refers to mother percarbonate, an intermediate material that is produced when sodium percarbonate is generated out of soda ash.

Rinse water

It refers to wastewater that is generated as a result of cleaning process facilities.

Tailgas

This refers to the gas produced through the physicochemical interactions of raw materials during the chemical process. It is used as an energy source as
it contains calories.

TDI

As colorless, transparent liquid, TDI is the representative isocyanate and used as raw materials for polyurethane.

Vent gas

It refers to the gas that is generated through the chemical process and ventilated into the air.
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